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ABSTRACT 

Many slope failure incidents happened in Malaysia. One of the main causes of 

artificial slope failures was the inaccurate slope analysis due to the lack of 

understanding on the principles and factors affecting slope stability. In order to 

obtain an accurate prediction on the safety factor of slope (FS), correct slip 

surface prediction, proper soil strength and slope geometry parameters selection 

are essential. There are a lot of software programs available for slope stability 

analysis but excel spreadsheet is still commonly used in engineering practices 

as it is cheaper. The aim of this study was to study the factors affecting the slope 

stability. In this study, an Excel spreadsheet was developed for slope stability 

analysis using Simplified Bishop Method. Then, it was used to find the 

relationship between soil strength parameters and FS for the slope with  a fixed 

surface of failure. Then, GEO5 software program was used to analyze minimum 

FS and determine the critical slip surface by applying different soil strength and 

slope geometry parameters. Lastly, results acquired were compared and 

discussed. It was found that with the increase of soil unit weight which acted as 

a driving force, the FS of slope decreased, the critical slip surface became larger 

and deeper with a longer length of failure arc. Whereas the soil cohesion and 

internal friction angle which contributed to the resisting force increased the FS 

of slope. Higher soil cohesion caused the critical slip surface to be larger and 

deeper; the length of failure arc also increased. As the soil internal friction angle 

increased, the critical slip surface became smaller and shallower, and length of 

failure arc decreased. Minimum FS increased significantly with the Beta, β 

angle but not much effect was observed for Alpha, α angle. The location and arc 

length of critical slip surface had not much difference with the increase of Beta, 

β angle. However, the critical slip surface became larger and deeper, and failure 

arc length increased when Alpha, α increased. When driving forces overcome 

resisting forces, the slope is unstable and will result in mass wasting. The 

dimensionless function λ which is related to γ, c, φ affected the slip surface. 

However, the slip surface remained unchanged with constant λ, although there 

was a change of shear strength parameter.  

Keywords: Limit Equilibrium Method, Factor of Safety, Length of Failure Arc, 

Critical Failure Surface, Soil Slope Stability  
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CHAPTER 1 

 

1 INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 General Introduction 

Slope is generally divided into natural and artificial (man-made) slope. It is 

commonly encountered in construction project. The safety of people and state 

property badly threatened by slope failure. For the past decades, it was observed 

that there is increase of failure of slope in Malaysia. On 7 August 2011, in 

Kampung Sungai Ruil, Cameron Highlands happened a slope failure that brings 

devastating impact. On 21 May 2011, another major failure of slope took place 

in Hulu Langat. A reworked slope like in the Klang Valley Region (KVR) 

occurred slope failure which is in the urban areas. In the last 10 years, slope 

failures frequently happen and should be aware of (Thanapackiam & 

Khairulmaini, 2008). 

An infinite slope is a slope that elongate for a comparatively long 

distance together with a consistent subsurface profile. For this case, the failure 

plane is parallel to the surface of slope. With that, method of limit equilibrium 

is applied readily. For designing a slope of constant with infinite extent, the term 

infinite slope is applied. An example of infinite slope is the long slope of the 

face of a mountain. On the other hand, slopes with limited extent are finite 

slopes. For example, the embankments and earth dams’ slopes are finite slopes. 

For both two- and three-dimensions stability of slope, limit equilibrium method 

is most frequent approach applied to analyze. For a particular geotechnical 

situation, potential failure mechanisms are identified, and safety factor are 

derived by limit equilibrium method. The method of limit equilibrium are 

suitable for interpreting the stability of earth and rock dams, potential landslides, 

retaining walls, shallow and deep foundations, and surface mining sites. 

At the beginning of this century, the investigations held in Sweden have 

clearly confirmed that the circular arc shape are resembled for the failure surface 
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of earth slopes. It is called finite slope stability analysis with circular failure 

surface. A rotational slide is defined when soil slips along a circular surface. 

Rotational slide includes outward and downward movement of a slice of earth. 

Along the entire contact surface between the slice and its base, sliding occurred. 

Multiple two-dimensional stripes, or slices are divided for a slope are the 

method of slices. For each slice, the driving and resisting forces are computed. 

Both circular and planar slip surfaces are considered in this method such as 

Bishop, 1955. Slope stability analysis is a process of applying trial slip surface 

and calculating FS. Iterations were repeated until a smallest FS is obtained. 

Critical slip surface is surface of slip which produces the lowest safety factor.   

Safety factor (FS) for stability of slope gives the meaning of the ratio of 

soil shear strength (resisting force) to maximum-armed shear stress (driving 

force) at potential failure surface. The soil strength parameters consist of 

cohesion, internal friction angle. Gravity and other factors (e.g. removal of load 

at slope’s toe, additional loads at top of slope surface loads, seismic load, or 

seepage of water) contribute to the driving force in analysis of slope stability. 

The slope fails when the force of resistance is smaller than the force of driving 

(FS< 1). 

Stability of slope is mainly governed by slope internal and external 

factors. Internal factors include soil strength at potential failure surface (e.g. 

cohesion and internal frictional angle) and slope geometry (e.g. slope height, 

slope inclination angle and slope shape). The external factors include the 

temperature and weathering changes, rainfall, earthquake, environment 

conditions of slope, tectonic stress, and artificial destruction (Wen, 2016). 

 Currently, many software programs (e.g. SLOPE/W, GEO5 and 

FLAC/SLOPE) are available for analysis of slope stability. However, it is 

essential to build up the knowledge on the principles of slope stability. Only if 

the correct slopes’ critical slip surface and accurate soil parameters of shear 

strength are adopted in slope stability analysis, the FS for slope can be correctly 

predicted (Cheng, 2003). It is also important to understand the factors affecting 

the slope stability, especially the soil strength and slope geometry. If the factors 
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affecting slope stability are well-considered during the design stage, an 

economical and sustainable design can be produced. With addition of the good 

understanding on external factors, it can help to predict the possible slope failure 

in future at the project planning and design stages. 

 

1.2 Importance of Study 

A spreadsheet to compute FS for the slope stability analysis applying Simplified 

Bishop method is developed. Although there is many softwares available, the 

development of this spreadsheet is considered important because it is a platform 

that is more user friendly and easy to understand by the engineers. It can help 

the user to understand better on the principles of slope stability analysis as 

detailed theory and steps are provided in the excel spreadsheet. Other than that, 

it is a cheaper alternative of the available software.  

 In this study, it increases the understanding on the factors governing the 

slope stability, especially soil strength and slope geometry. The relationship of 

each parameter on slope stability and slip surface are studied. With better 

understanding of influence of soil strength and slope geometry on slope stability, 

better consideration is taken during the planning and design stage to prevent or 

reduce slope failure. Sustainable and economical design can be produced with 

deeper understanding of factor affecting the slope stability. 

 

1.3 Problem Statement 

Even though many softwares are available, excel spreadsheet created are useful 

because of the license of software are usually expensive. Not only that, it is 

important to master the knowledge on the principles of slope stability. For 

producing accurate prediction of safety factor, only applicable when the correct 

slip surface and soil strength parameter are used. Without the further 

understanding of knowledge, a design will be costly and not environmentally 

friendly. Lack of understanding on slope stability principles will also cause the 

prediction of slope failure to be not accurate for future and some unforeseen 

effects may happen. 
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Many slope failure incidents happened in Malaysia nowadays. Internal 

factors and external factors are factors that affect the slope stability. The 

controlling factors of slope stability include shape of the structure surface, soil 

type, and the relationship with the slope surface. Slope are mostly destroyed by 

the rainfall. The slope stability is reduced by increasing the surface porosity, 

softening the soil, and reducing the intensity. Earthquake generates additional 

horizontal earthquake force that caused decrease of the slope stability. Human 

activity is the external cause of slope stability. Currently, changes in topography 

and natural vegetation are caused by improper use of slope. Digging, 

deforestation of natural vegetation and filling will have resulted in steepening 

of slope gradient. The slope collapse accident is accelerated due to loss of soil 

and water conservation function. The slope stability will be affected with poor 

maintenance and the slope protection facilities are not improper. With that, 

improvement on slope design and analysis should done. To solve the problem 

faced, understanding the internal factors (slope geometry and soil strength 

parameter) and external factors should be improved by geotechnical engineers. 

 

1.4 Aim and Objectives 

The aim of this study was to study the factors affecting the slope stability 

analysis. The objectives to achieve the aim were: 

i) To develop an Excel Spreadsheet for slope stability analysis 

ii) To investigate the effects of soil strength on safety factor of slope with 

fixed slip surface 

iii) To investigate the effects of soil strength and slope geometry parameters 

on critical slip surface and minimum safety factor. 
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1.5 Contribution of the Study 

Currently, many software products are accessible for analysis of slope stability. 

However, it is important to build up the knowledge on the principles of slope 

stability. Safety factor for slope only can be predicted correctly if the correct 

slopes’ critical slip surface and accurate parameters of soil shear strength are 

adopted in analysis of slope stability using GEO5 software. If the factors 

affecting slope stability are well-determined during the design stage, an 

economical and sustainable design can be produced. So, it is important to 

understand the factors affecting the slope stability, especially the soil strength 

and slope geometry.  

A Microsoft Excel spreadsheet to determine FS for analysis of slope 

stability using Simplified Bishop method was developed. It is a platform that is 

more user friendly and easy to be understood by the engineers. It can help the 

user to have a greater perception on principles of slope stability analysis as 

detailed theory and steps were provided in the excel spreadsheet. Other than that, 

it will be cheaper alternative of the available software. Moreover, it will help to 

predict the possible slope failure in future at the project planning and design 

stages with good understanding on external factors. 

 

1.6 Scope and Limitation of the Study 

The scope of this research included the development of an Excel spreadsheet to 

calculate the FS of a slope with fixed slip surface using Bishop Simplified 

Method. Parameters can be varied in the spreadsheet (e.g. soil layers, soil 

properties: unit weight, c, phi, slope angle etc.). Simplified Bishop Method is 

one of the simplest methods of limit equilibrium for analysis of slope stability. 

It assumes that the resultant of interslice force is in horizontal direction and there 

is no interslice shear force. Statistically equilibriums in vertical force and 

moment balance are fulfilled in this analysis. Choosing the Simplified Bishop 

method for this research for the convenience of this study, the general approach 

presented in this report may be applied to any other method.  
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  By using the excel spreadsheet, the effect of soil strength on the slope 

stability for a fixed slip surface are studied. The parameters studied were 

cohesion, unit weight of soil, and angle of internal friction. Parameter effects 

are investigated by comparing the safety factor computed. The results obtained 

were tabulated and graph were generated to find the relationship between each 

parameters and safety factor. However, this study was limited to homogeneous 

soil. No groundwater table effect was studied as the groundwater table was 

assumed far below the slope level.  

GEO5 software program was used to investigate the influence of soil 

strength parameter and slope geometry on critical surface of slip and FS. For 

this part, parameters studied were unit weight, cohesion, and angle of internal 

friction, slope angle together with combined effect of soil strength. By analyzing 

the safety factor, failure surface and failure arc length computed, the parameter 

effects are investigated. The results obtained were tabulated and graph are 

generated to find the relationship between each parameters and safety factor and 

critical surface. However, homogeneous soil was assumed in the study. Like the 

excel spreadsheet, the groundwater table was assumed far below the slope level 

and groundwater table effect was ignored. 

 

1.7 Outline of the Report 

This report consists of 5 chapters. Chapter 1 outlines the background of research, 

problem statements, objectives, importance of study, scope and limitation of the 

study.  

Chapter 2 outlines the literature review of slope stability analysis for 

finite slope with circular failure, including FS and slip surface. Different 

analysis methods (e.g. Simplified Bishop method, Ordinary Method of Slices 

and Spencer method) are also discussed. For second part of this chapter, it 

covers the factors affecting slope stability which consist of the internal factors 

and external factors. Next, this chapter outlines unit weight, soil strength 

(cohesion, and internal friction angle), geometry parameter (e.g. Slope angle, 

Alpha and Beta) and combined influence of soil strength (λ) influence on slope 
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stability and surface of failure. Introduction on the common software for slope 

stability analysis such as GEO5 and SLOPE/W are also covered in this chapter.  

In Chapter 3, methods, excel spreadsheet, materials together with 

software programs which had been used in the study are demonstrated.  

Chapter 4 outlines the modelling results of parameters’ effects on safety 

factor and critical slip surface (e.g. failure arc length) and discussion on them.  

In Chapter 5, conclusions of the study are made. Lastly, references and 

research resources are presented. 
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CHAPTER 2 

 

2 LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter shows a briefing introduction on slope stability analysis methods 

for finite slope with circular failure (method of slices). Factor of safety, slip 

surfaces, and some common software used for slope stability analysis are 

explained. Both internal (e.g. soil strength and slope geometry) and external 

factors affecting the slope stability are discussed. The influence of soil strength 

and slope geometry on slope stability are also critically reviewed. 

 

2.2 Slope Stability Analysis for Finite Slope with Circular Failure 

For analyzing the slope stability, several different methods are available to apply. 

Thus it all depends on engineer to choose the method to apply (Albataineh, 

2006). Two major groups are divided by these methods (Finite Element 

Methods, FEM and Limit Equilibrium Methods, LEM). For safe design of 

constructed or natural earth slopes, slope stability analysis applying LEM is the 

basic principles. For certain situation of geotechnical, Limit Equilibrium 

Method are used to find mechanisms of potential failure and safety factors. LEM 

is a suitable way for analyzing the stability of surface mining sites, earth and 

rock dams, retaining walls, shallow and deep foundations, and potential 

landslides. Like LEM, Finite element methods uses a similar failure mechanism. 

However, these methods do not require the simplified assumptions by applying 

the power of finite element. 

In the 1970s, Fredlund from the University of Saskatchewan developed 

a general limit equilibrium (GLE) formulation (Fredlund and Krahn 1977; 

Fredlund et al. 1981). Framework for understanding, describing, and discussing 

all methods are provided by formulation of GLE. By assuming range of 

interslice shear normal force, GLE is depends on 2 FS equations. 1 equation 
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generates the FS depends on moment equilibrium (Fm). On the other hand, next 

equation generates FS depends on horizontal force equilibrium (Ff ). Following 

the work of Spencer, the concept of applying two equations of safety factor are 

applied (Spencer, 1967). Equation introduced by Morgenstern and Price (1965) 

are used for forces of interslice shear in GLE formulation. The equation is: 

 

 𝑋 = 𝐸𝜆𝑓(𝑥) (2.1) 

 

X = Shear force of interslice, kN 

E = Normal force of interslice, kN 

λ = The percentage of the function used (in decimal form) 

f(x) = A function 

 

The GLE safety factor equation depends on moment equilibrium is: 

 

 𝐹𝑚 =  
∑(𝑐′𝛽𝑅+(𝑁−𝑢𝛽)𝑅 𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜑′

∑𝑊𝑥−∑𝑁𝑓±∑𝐷𝑑
 (2.2) 

 

FS equation depends on horizontal force equilibrium is: 

 

 𝐹𝑆 =  
∑(𝑐′ 𝛽𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼+(𝑁−𝑢𝛽)𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜑′𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼

∑𝑁𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼−∑𝐷𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜔
 (2.3) 

 

c' = Effective cohesion, kPa 

 f, d, x, ω, β, R = Parameters of geomtery 

N = Normal force of slice base, kN 

W =  Slice weight, kN 

φ' =  Effective internal friction angle, ° 

D = Concentrated point load, kN 

u: Pore-water pressure 

α: Inclination of slice base, ° 

 

Over the years, for the method of slices, many different solution 

techniques are developed. However, all methods are very similar basically. 
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Depending on statics equation included, there are differences between methods. 

Not only that, the relationship between the normal forces and interslice shear 

are also one of the differences. A particular sliding mass was sliced and possible 

forces performed on the slice is shown in Figure 2.1. 

 

 

Figure 2.1: Slice forces and slice discretization in a sliding mass (Kramer, 

1996). 

 

First method developed was Fellenius or Ordinary method. However, it 

satisfied only equilibrium of moment and ignored forces of interslice. Using 

hand calculations, it is possible to calculate a safety factor by applying these 

simplified assumptions. It is important when there were no availability of 

computers. After that, Bishop (1955) ignored the interslice shear forces and 

devised a concept included interslice normal forces. Same to previous method, 

only moment equilibrium is satisfied by Bishop’s Simplified method. The safety 

factor equation became nonlinear. To compute safety factor, an iterative 

procedure was needed by including normal interslice forces. Janbu’s Simplified 

method like Bishop’s Simplified method,  ignored forces of interslice shear and 

included forces of normal interslice. However, opposed to moment equilibrium 

in Simplified Bishop method, Janbu’s Simplified methods satisfied only 

equilibrium of horizontal force. 

Later, iterative process in LEM are easier to compute by computers. 

With that, it brought to mathematically more rigorous formulations that satisfied 

all equations of statics and included all interslice forces. Morgenstern-Price and 

Spencer methods are two of the methods. However, for this study, Simplified 
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Bishop method are discussed in this section due to the method are easier to apply 

in excel spreadsheet created. To make it standardize, Simplified Bishop method 

are also used in the analysis using GEO5 software. 

 

2.2.1 Ordinary Method of Slices 

Ordinary method of slices technique is "Fellenius' Technique", developed by 

Fellenius in year 1927 (Budhu, 2010). This method satisfied the moment 

equilibrium but does not satisfy horizontal or vertical forces equilibrium. In this 

method, the resultant of inter-slices forces is ignored. This method solution can 

be completing by using calculator. Figure 2.2 shows the slip surface and forces 

in a slice for Ordinary method of slices. 

 

 

Figure 2.2: Ordinary Method of Slices (Anderson and Richards, 1987). 

 

Based on failure criterion of Mohr-Coulomb, shear strength is defined 

in Equation 2.4. 

 

 𝑠 = 𝑐′ + (𝜎 − 𝑢)  𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜑′ (2.4) 

 

Where, 

s = Shear strength 

c’ = Cohesive strength, kPa 

φ’ = Angle of internal friction, ° 
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u = Pore water pressure 

σ = Total stress, kPa 

 

Let  𝑡 = 𝑠/𝐹, p = 𝑠×𝑙 and 𝑇 = 𝑡 ×𝑙. By adding a factor of safety, FS to Equation 

2.5 : 

 

 𝑇 =
1

𝐹𝑆
 (𝑐′ 𝑙 + (𝑝 − 𝑢𝑙)  𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜑′) (2.5) 

 

Where, 

𝑡 = Tolerance of soil 

𝑇 = Tangent force, kN 

𝑙 = Slice length, m 

p = Normal force, kN 

FS = Safety factor 

 

By neglecting forces of interslice, normal forces on the slice base were 

computed by using Equation 2.6: 

 

 𝑃 = 𝑤𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼 (2.6) 

 

Where,  

P = Normal force, kN 

𝛼 = The angle between slice base's tangent center and global horizontal, ° 

W = The slice's weight, kN 

 

The moment at the center of the slope failure shape were computed by Equation 

2.7: 

 

 ∑𝑊𝑅𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼 =  ∑ 𝑇𝑅 (2.7) 

 

W = Slice’s weight, kN 

R = Radius, m 
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Hence the safety factor (FS) were computed by using Equation 2.8: 

 

 𝐹𝑆 =
∑(𝑐′ 𝑙+(𝑤𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼−𝑢𝑙)  𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜑′)

∑𝑊𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼
 (2.8) 

 

It is necessarily to know failure surface before Ordinary method is 

applied to compute the slope’s safety factor (Anderson and Richards, 1987). 

According to Whitman and Bailey (1967), this method is more conservative; the 

FS of slope calculated by using this method is 60 % smaller compared to  other 

methods.  As a result, nowadays this technique is less applied. 

 

2.2.2 Simplified Bishop Method 

Acknowledged by all those engineering professions, the most widely applied 

analysis of slope stability method is the Simplified Bishop method (Bishop, 

1955). It assumed that rotation of a circular mass of soil caused the slope failure, 

as shown in Figure 2.3. The forces between the slices are also assumed acting 

at horizontal direction. Between slices, there is no active shear stress. The 

effective normal force, Nʹ or P, are discovered although magnitude on both sides 

of slide for the horizontal forces is not known, even by taking into each slice’s 

vertical equilibrium. Normal force of each slice, P, can be computed using 

Equation 2.9 and is assumed to act at each base's center. 

 

 𝑃 =
[𝑊− 

1

𝐹𝑆
 (𝑐′ 𝑙𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼−𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜑′ 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼)]

𝑚𝛼
 (2.9) 

 

Where, 

 

 𝑚𝛼 = 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼 +
(𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜑′)

𝐹𝑆
 (2.10) 

 

W = Slice Weight, kN 

𝛼 = The angle between slice base's tangent center and global horizontal, ° 

FS = Safety factor 

c’ = Cohesive strength, kPa 
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u = Pore water pressure 

φ’ = Internal friction angle, ° 

𝑙 = Slice length, m 

 

Moment are taken about center of circle: 

 

 𝐹𝑆 =  

∑[
𝑐′ 𝑙𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼+(𝑤−𝑢𝑙𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼)  𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜑′

𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼+
𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜑′

𝐹𝑆

]

∑𝑊𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼
 (2.11) 

 

In Equation 2.11, FS appears on both sides of equation. FS in simplified 

Bishop method can only be solved iteratively. Hand calculations is satisfactory 

for this method. The benefit of this procedure is that it is normally fast and 

provides a relatively precise answer. Compare to FEM methods, the accuracy is 

also high with 5 percent of dissimilarity only. (Anderson and Richards, 1987). 

 

 

Figure 2.3: Simplified Bishop Method (Anderson and Richards, 1987). 

 

First, it needs to design the failure surface just like the other methods. 

At the vertical direction, all forces are achieved statical equilibrium. Figure 2.4 

shows the forces acting on slice for Simplified Bishop method and reveals one 

of the slices to be analyzed. The effective normal forces are calculated applying 

Equation 2.12. 

 

 𝑁′ =
𝐹𝑆(𝑊′+𝐿𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼)−𝑐′ 𝑏𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜃

𝐹𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃+𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜑′
 (2.12) 
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Where, 

W’ = W – ub 

N’ = Normal force, kN 

W’ = Slice Weight, kN 

Ub = uniform force acts on slope, kN/m 

θ = Angle of slope horizontal, ° 

 

 

Figure 2.4: Forces on a slice for simplified Bishop method (Anderson and 

Richards, 1987). 

 

For Wʹ = W – ub, Safety factor (FS) are determined for non-circular and 

circular failure surfaces by knowing Nʹ. In Equation 2.12, tan ϕʹ should be 

changed to 0 if Nʹ is negative. Factor of safety (FS) based on Nʹ in Equation 

2.12. An iteration method were applied to solve the safety factor, FS.  First, a 

trial FS is assumed to compute Nʹ by using Equation 2.12. Then, a new 

computed FS is obtained and compared with the assumed FS. The process were 

repeated until assumed safety factor was similar with computed FS. With help 

of Newton's method of tangent, FS came together very fast. It usually can be 

obtained in two or three iterations (Wang, 2020). 
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2.2.3 Spencer’s Method 

The most clarified method is the Spencer method (Spencer, 1973). All the 

equations of equilibrium are satisfied. For the right-hand side of the slice, the 

normal case with shear force, S and normal force, E was shown in Figure 2.5. 

ΔE and ΔS are the left and right-hand sides’ dissimilarity in normal and shear 

forces. Although same to original Spencer method, assumption of S = E tan δ. 

However, the base of each slice at the midpoint, the moment is taken. S = 0 is 

assumed. Determine the tangential force, T, the normal forces, E and Nʹ, and 

safety factor, FS depend on force equilibrium. Calculate shear forces, S new set 

and the angle of inclination, δ depend on the equilibrium of force. 

 

 

Figure 2.5: General case of forces on a slice (Anderson and Richards, 1987). 

 

Until safety factor come together, process is repeated by using new set 

of S and the FS obtained. Close to the Morgenstern-Price Method (Morgenstern 

and Price, 1965), presumed shear forces, S by the Spencer method, based on 

function f(x), change from slice to slice, not different with the normal forces, E 

only  but between the slices shown in Equation 2.13. 

 

 𝑆 =  𝜆𝑓(𝑥)𝐸 (2.13) 

 

Where, 

S = Shear force, kN 

E = Normal force, kN 
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in which f(x) be constant and unknown constant λ to find out. At each vertical 

side, it can either numerical value, linear function, or sine curve. With f(x) = 1 

and λ = tan δ, an exceptional case of Morgenstern-Price is the Spencer method. 

However, there are more flexibility in the assumptions of Morgenstern-Price 

Method for interslice forces’ inclination compared to the Spencer Method. On 

computed safety factor, during static equilibrium is fulfilled, there is very little 

effect for the assumption.  

Originally, in circular failure surface, Spencer's method was applied. 

However, for non-circular slips, with the assumption of a frictional center of 

rotation, it has been easily extended. They will have same inclination by 

assuming parallel interslice forces in Equation 2.14: 

 

 𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜃 =  
𝑋1

𝐸1
=

𝑋𝑅

𝐸𝑅
 (2.14) 

 

Where, 

θ = Interslice forces angle from horizontal, ° 

 

In Equation 2.15, the normal force on slices base which perpendicular to forces 

of interslice was summed will be: 

 

 𝑃 =
𝑊−(𝐸𝑅−𝐸1)𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜃−1/𝐹𝑆(𝑐′ 𝑙𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼−𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜑′ 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼)

𝑚𝛼
 (2.15) 

 

Where, 

 

 𝑚𝛼 = 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼 (1 + 𝑡𝑎𝑛𝛼
𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜑′

𝐹𝑆
) (2.16) 

 

ER = Normal force, kN 

FS = Safety Factor 

c’ = Cohesion, kPa 

φ’ = Internal Friction Angle, ° 

l = Length of each slice, m 
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In Figure 2.6, 2 different factors of safety will be derived by considering 

overall moment and force equilibrium. This is due to total assumptions are made 

for the problem is over specified. FS from equilibrium of moment, by taking 

moment about O in Equation 2.17: 

 

 ∑𝑊𝑅𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼 =  ∑𝑇𝑅 (2.17) 

 

Where, 

P = Normal force, kN 

u = Pore water pressure 

 

 𝑇 =  
1

𝐹𝑆
(𝑐′ 𝑙 + (𝑝 − 𝑢𝑙)  𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜑′) (2.18) 

 

 𝐹𝑆 =
∑(𝑐′ 𝑙+(𝑝−𝑢𝑙)  𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜑′)

∑𝑊𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼
 (2.19) 

 

By considering Σ𝐹𝐻=0, the safety factor from force equilibrium: 

 

 𝑇𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼 − 𝑃𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼 + 𝐸𝑅 − 𝐸𝐿 = 0 (2.20) 

 

∑𝐸𝑅 − 𝐸𝐿 =  ∑𝑃𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼 − 1/𝐹𝑆∑(𝑐′ 𝑙 + (𝑃 − 𝑢𝑙)  𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜑′) 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼 (2.21) 

 

In absence of surface loading, using the Spencer's assumption (tan𝜃=𝑋𝑙/𝐸𝑙=𝑐𝑡𝑒) 

and Σ𝑋𝑅−𝑋𝐿=0 in Equation 2.22: 

 

 𝐹𝑆 =
∑(𝑐′ 𝑙+(𝑃−𝑢𝑙)  𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜑′ )  𝑠𝑒𝑐𝛼

∑(𝑊−(𝑋𝑅−𝑋𝐿))  𝑡𝑎𝑛𝛼
 (2.22) 

 

According to Spencer (1967), with satisfying both equations for 

determination of the safety factor, trial and error method applied. Both equations 

obtained FS values that is equal, which was examined by Spencer and showed 

interslice forces’ proper angle. The safety factor will be considered for the value. 

Most importantly, having the correct failure surface in this method. 
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Figure 2.6: Spencer's Method (Anderson and Richards, 1987). 

 

Force Equilibrium of Each Slice 

For direction of vertical, equilibrium forces, 

 

 𝑁′ = (𝑊′ −  ∆𝑆)𝑠𝑒𝑐𝜃 − 𝑇𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜃 + 𝐿𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼𝑠𝑒𝑐𝜃 (2.23) 

 

Where, 

N’ = Normal force, kN 

Wʹ = W – ub 

W = Slice weight, kN 

T = Tangential shear force, kN 

L = Length of slice, m 

ΔS = Right-hand sides’ dissimilarity in normal and shear forces 

 

Equation can be rewritten without subscript i as, 

 

 𝑇 =
𝑐′ 𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑐𝜃+𝑁′𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜑′

𝐹𝑆
 (2.24) 

 

Shear force, T, are determined from Equation 2.24, 

 

 𝑇 =
𝑐′ 𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑐𝜃+[(𝑊′− ∆𝑆)𝑠𝑒𝑐𝜃+ 𝐿𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼𝑠𝑒𝑐𝜃]𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜑′

𝐹𝑆+𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜃𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜑′
 (2.25) 
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In horizontal direction, equilibrium forces, 

 

∆𝐸 = (𝑊 − ∆𝑆)𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜃 − 𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑐𝜃 + 𝐶𝑠𝑊 + 𝐿(𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜃 + 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼) (2.26) 

 

Since, it must satisfy the overall horizontal force equilibrium, 

 

 ∑∆𝐸 = 𝑃2 − 𝑃1 (2.27) 

 

Where, 

P1 & P2: Pressure force, Pa 

 

At both ends, if there is no water pressure, P1 and P2 may be zero. 

 

 𝐹𝑆 =
∑{𝑐′ 𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑐𝜃+[(𝑊′−∆𝑆)𝑠𝑒𝑐𝜃−𝑇𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜃+𝐿𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼𝑠𝑒𝑐𝜃]𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜑′ }𝑠𝑒𝑐𝜃

∑(𝑊−∆𝑆)𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜃+𝐶𝑠∑𝑊+ ∑𝐿(𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜃+𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼)−(𝑃2−𝑃1)
 (2.28) 

 

For determination of safety factor in Spencer method, Equation 2.25 in 

conjunction with Equation 2.28 can be used. From the moment equilibrium, the 

evaluation of unknown ΔS, which contained in both equations was done. From 

Equation 2.25, the value of T obtained must not be negative. tan ϕʹ = 0 in 

Equation 2.25 and Equation 2.28, if T < 0. 

 

Moment Equilibrium of Each Slice 

Forces involved in moment equilibrium is shown in Figure 2.7. It is assumed 

that the side forces, Z1 and Z2, are applied at h1 and h2 above the base. Obtained 

the following equation by calculating the moment at the base midpoint: 
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Figure 2.7: Forces for moment equilibrium based on the Spencer method 

(Anderson and Richards, 1987). 

 

 

𝑍1𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛿(ℎ1 −
𝑏

2
 𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜃) +

𝑏

2
 (𝑍1𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛿 + 𝑍2𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛿) + 𝐿𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼(𝑥𝐿 − 𝑥𝑚) 

−𝐿𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝑦𝐿 − 𝑦𝑚) − 𝐶𝑠𝑊(𝑦𝑐 − 𝑦𝑚) − 𝑍2𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛿(ℎ2 +
𝑏

2
 𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜃) = 0 

(2.29) 

 

Where, 

B = Base length, m 

h = Height, m 

Z1 & Z2 = Acting force from left and right, kN 

E1& E2 = Normal force from left and right, kN 

Δ = Angle from horizontal, ° 
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Moving h2 to one side and substituting Z1 by E1/cos δ and Z2 by E2/cos δ, 

 

  

ℎ2 = (
𝐸1

𝐸2
) ℎ1 +

𝑏

2
(1 +

𝐸1

𝐸2
) (𝑡𝑎𝑛𝛿 − 𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜃) −

𝐶𝑠𝑊(𝑦𝑐 − 𝑦𝑚)

𝐸2

+
𝐿[𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼(𝑥𝐿 − 𝑥𝑚) − 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼(𝑦𝐿 − 𝑦𝑚)]

𝐸2
 

 (2.30) 

 

According to the known or computed value of h1, to determine h2, 

Equation 2.30 can be applied for all intermediate slices. Equation 2.30 should 

be modified for the first slice shown in Figure 2.8(a): 

  

ℎ2 = (
𝑃1

𝐸2
) ℎ1 −

𝑏

2
(1 +

𝑃1

𝐸2
) 𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜃 +

𝑏

2
 𝑡𝑎𝑛𝛿 −

𝐶𝑠𝑊(𝑦𝑐 − 𝑦𝑚)

𝐸2

+
𝐿[𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼(𝑥𝐿 − 𝑥𝑚) − 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼(𝑦𝐿 − 𝑦𝑚)]

𝐸2
 

 (2.31) 

 

On slope surface, when there is no pounding of water, P1 and h1 are both zero 

in most cases. On the slope surface h1 = d1/3 if water is pounded, where d is 

water table: 

 

 

Figure 2.8: Forces for moment equilibrium of first and last slices (Anderson 

and Richards, 1987). 
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For first slice, d1 is the water table that was placed on upper failure surface. In 

Figure 2.8(b), the last slice is shown: 

  

ℎ2 = (
𝐸1

𝑃2
) ℎ1 −

𝑏

2
(1 +

𝐸1

𝑃2
) 𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜃 +

𝑏

2
 (

𝐸1

𝐸2
)𝑡𝑎𝑛𝛿 −

𝐶𝑠𝑊(𝑦𝑐 − 𝑦𝑚)

𝑃2

+
𝐿[𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼(𝑥𝐿 − 𝑥𝑚) − 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼(𝑦𝐿 − 𝑦𝑚)]

𝑃2
 

(2.32) 

 

Until h2 of last slice is obtained, the first slice is started with given values of P1 

and h1, Equation 2.30, 2.31, and 2.32 are applied successively. By trial and error 

until h2 = d2/3, it can be adjusted gradually the value of δ. The water table on 

upper of failure surface for last slice is d2. h1 in last slice can be determined 

when P2 = 0: 

 

ℎ1 =
𝑏

2
𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜃 −

𝑏

2
𝑡𝑎𝑛𝛿 +

𝐶𝑠𝑊(𝑦𝑐 − 𝑦𝑚)

𝐸1
 

−
𝐿[𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼(𝑥𝐿 − 𝑥𝑚) − 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼(𝑦𝐿 − 𝑦𝑚)]

𝐸1
 

(2.33) 

 

As obtained from Equation 2.31, selected value of δ that h2 of the last slice from 

next slide, is same to h1 of the last slice from Equation 2.33. 

As follows, Spencer method can be summarized: 

1. From Equation 2.25, determine T and from Equation 2.28, a new value 

of FS depend on starting FS by like S = ΔS = 0, the normal method and 

δ = 0. Until FS converges, repeat the process applying the new FS as the 

assumed FS. 

2.   By Equation 2.25, compute T and by Equation 2.26, compute ΔE 

depends on the value of FS and ΔS = 0 and obtained in step 1. Then, 

compute E2 on right side of 1st slice by E2 = E1 – ΔE, which began from 

left side of 1st slice where E1 = 0 or P1. Until the last slice is reached, 
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apply this procedure recursively, slice by slice. E2 at the right side of  

last slice automatically equalled to 0 or P2 because the factor of safety is 

obtained through Equation 2.27. 

3.  Apply Equation 2.29 to calculate h2 of the last slice, depends on ΔS = 0, 

P1 and h1 of initial slice given, and E obtained in step 2. Equation 2.30 

are applied for the 1st slice and Equation 2.31 for the slice of last instead 

of Equation 2.27. Until h2 of the last slice is equal to d2/3, δ is varied. Δ 

is varied until h2 of the next-to-last slice from Equation 2.29 same as h1 

of slice of last from Equation 2.32 given P2 = 0. 

4.  By S = E tan δ, the shear force between slices is computed and by 

difference of ΔS, ΔS = S1 − S2, according to step 2 the values of E 

obtained and in step 3, δ. For ΔS = 0, the first cycle of iteration is then 

completed.  

5.  Find new values of ΔS and FS by repeating steps 1 to 4. According to 

step 1, safety factor obtained and for step 4, ΔS value. With that, the 

second cycle of iteration is completed. 

6.  Until FS converges, the cycles is continued. 

 

2.3 Factor of Safety (FS) 

Safety factor (FS) for stability of slope is expressed as ratio of soil shear strength 

(resisting force) to maximum-armed shear stress (driving force) at potential 

failure surface. The soil strength consists of cohesion, internal friction angle. 

Gravity and other factors (e.g. removal of load at slope toe, additional loads at 

top of slope surface loads, seismic load, or seepage of water) contribute to the 

driving force in analysis of slope stability. However, slope fails when resisting 

force was smaller than the driving force (FS< 1). For this study, safety factor is 

the smallest value of FS among all potential slip surface’s results obtained. 

A particular FS for slopes is difficult to specify because it based on many 

factors. Consequently, it is subjective to decide on what factor of safety to be 

used. 1.15 to 1.5 is the usual range of factor of safety. FS < 1.1 to 1.2 are 
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designed for tailing dams in the mining industry. As a general guide, FS < 1.3 

is good for general slopes like a cut for highway. FS < 1.4 is common for a dam. 

 

2.4 Slip Surface 

On safety factor, numerous times of the effect of soil strength parameters was 

studied. However, seldom consideration on their effect on slip surface. Based 

on slope elemental material type, the surface of failure mode was different. It 

may be a circular, plane, logarithmic or curved or combination of all. Failure 

surface was mostly closed to the circle shape if the soil materials are 

homogeneous which was same case for this paper (Rahimi, 2013). The potential 

slip surface was explained as possible failure of surface for slope with varied 

FS. However, critical slip surface is the most critical failure surface together 

with minimum safety factor. By comparing several trial slip surfaces’ safety 

factors, then the critical surface of failure of slope were determined. Usually, 

the critical slip surface was interpreted using software. According to Lin & Cao 

(2011), between these parameters and potential slip surface, there is a 

relationship and how the failure surface are affected by them is discussed.  

Function of angle of Internal Friction φ, Cohesion c, Unit Weight 𝛾, and slope 

height h is presented as:  

 

 𝜆 = 𝑐/(𝛾ℎ𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜑) (2.34) 

 

Where, 

γ = Unit Weight, kN/m3 

c = Cohesion, kPa 

φ = Internal Friction Angle, ° 

 

This paper considered that the failure surface remains the same if the 

Lambda value (𝜆) keeps constant, which proved earlier study (Jiang & 

Yamagami, 2008). 𝑐/tan𝜑 and slip surface have a unique relation between them. 

Moreover, according to Lin & Cao (2012), the failure surface was made nearer 
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by the smaller 𝜆 to surface of slope and deeper failure slip was indicated by 

greater 𝜆. 

 

2.5 Factors affecting slope stability 

Stability of slope is mainly governed by slope factors of internal and external. 

Internal factors included soil strength at potential failure surface (e.g. cohesion 

and internal frictional angle) and slope geometry (e.g. slope height, slope 

inclination angle and slope shape). The external factors included the 

temperature and weathering changes, rainfall, earthquake, environment 

conditions of slope, tectonic stress, and artificial destruction (Wen, 2016). 

 

2.5.1 Internal Factors 

In general, the shear stress force increased causing the slope failure. In fact, the 

differences between driving forces (to cause slope instability) in creating failure 

and resisting forces respect to failure were slopes stability calculations. The soil 

mass stability opposed to potential failures were the safety factor (Das 2010). 

The parameters included unit weight, cohesion, internal friction angle, level of 

water surface, slope geometry, and existing stresses affected the slopes stability. 

Slip surface’s shear resistance were affected by these parameters (Das 2010).  

By assigning the soil a unit weight, gravitational force and sliding mass 

weight was used. The specified unit weight multiply cross sectional area of slice 

determined weight of slice in method of slice.  Unit weight defined as ratio of 

soil’s total weight to soil’s total volume. Under soil engineering, unit weight is 

a soil property that was applied to resolve the issues related to earthwork. 

Specific weight is another naming for unit weight. Unit weight acted as main 

cause of driving forces. Driving force increased causing the slope to be more 

unstable (Cheng, 2003).  Stability of slope was depended on the interaction 

between two types of forces, resisting forces and driving forces. Driving force 

generated motion of downslope, while resisting forces deterred motion. With 

that, during driving forces overcomed resisting forces, slope was unstable and 

resulted in mass wasting. 
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Within a soil, cohesion is the force that holds together like particles or 

molecules. It is ability of soil particles to attract or bind each other together. In 

the laboratory, Cohesion, c, was usually determined from the Direct Shear Test. 

Cohesion is the component of shear strength of a soil that is independent of 

interparticle friction. True cohesion came from electrostatic forces (lost through 

weathering) and cementing in soils. Apparent cohesion came from pore pressure 

response that was lost through time, negative capillary pressure (lost during 

wetting), and root cohesion (lost through fire of the contributing plants or 

logging). Cohesive soil was soil with a high clay content or fine grained soil, 

that had high cohesive strength. When dry, cohesive soil was hard to break up, 

and when submerged it exhibited significant cohesion. Cohesion is one of the 

resisting forces (Cheng, 2003). Due to the cohesion is a strength parameter, it 

will affect the safety factor. Resisting forces deter downslope movement that 

promoted by driving forces. Mass wasting were resulted when driving forces 

overcome resisting forces. 

For a given soil at which shear failure occurred, internal friction angle is 

measurement of shear strength due to the friction between soil particles. It was 

determined through the Triaxial Stress Test and the Direct Shear Test. Resisting 

forces acted oppositely of driving forces. The slope material’s  shear strength 

was resistance to downslope movement (Cheng, 2003). Shear strength is a 

function of internal friction that is friction between grains within a material. The 

internal friction angle is a strength parameter that will affect the safety factor. 

With lower friction in soil, the slope stability became unstable and failure 

because resisting forces cannot deter downslope movement that promoted by 

driving forces. 

Slope Geometry (e.g. slope height, slope inclination angle and slope 

shape) is one of the factors of internal factor. For added soil to the top part of 

slope, it was acted as overhead load. Overhead load will increase the driving 

force and causes the safety factor to decrease (Zulkifl, 2020). A rise in driving 

force that is the weight of failure surface caused increased in the surface of 

failure produced. In the meantime, more resisting force simultaneously are 

produced due to the arc length increased. In  certain situation, some slope shape 
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also acted as a resisting force. The safety factor increased by a more resisting 

force. Resisting force came from the angle for arc length decreases. This was 

due to only the resisting force which is the failure arc length increased and 

driving force that is mass of failure shape kept almost constant (Cheng, 2003). 

Therefore, the safety factor increased by increasing the arc length which 

simultaneously increased the resisting force. The moment of resisting force was 

larger than driving force, the slope stability increased, and failure were less 

likely to happen. Figure 2.9 shows the real life slope stability affected by slope 

geometry. 

 

 

Figure 2.9: Real life Slope Stability affected by slope geometry (Kim, 2018). 

 

2.5.2 External Factors 

The external factors included the temperature and weathering changes, rainfall, 

earthquake, environment conditions of slope, tectonic stress, and artificial 

destruction. Human activity is the external cause of slope stability. Currently, 

changes in topography and natural vegetation are caused by improper use of 

slope. Digging, deforestation of natural vegetation and filling will have resulted 

in steepening of slope gradient. The slope collapse accident was accelerated due 

to loss of soil and water conservation function. When slopes were in more than 

their own and protection facilities can provided resistance situation, will caused 

increasing of downside force and brought slope failure. For example, on the 

crest of the hill that exerted on improper loading. 
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Other than that, the major external factors that caused slope instability 

and brought failure were rainfall, erosion of slope surface of slopes caused by 

flowing water, force caused by seepage water, sudden lowering of water 

adjacent to a slope and forces caused by earthquakes. Movement of soil from 

high points to low points were caused by all the forces listed above. Erosion of 

the surface that acted in the probable motion direction was the most important 

among all factors. Generally, in stability problems, the various effects of seeping 

or flowing water were very important, however these effects were not properly 

identified usually. There was a greater effect than commonly realized because 

seepage forces were caused by the seepage occurring within a soil mass. 

Removal of a certain soil weight are caused by erosion on the surface of a slope. 

It led to an increased stability as far as mass movement was concerned. 

Moreover, decreased the length of incipient surface of failure and increased 

height of slope are caused by erosion in the form of undercutting at the toe, thus 

the stability decreased. There was a decrease in the buoyancy of the soil when 

there was a free water surface adjacent to the slope and a lowering of the ground 

water. Thus, increase in the weight were caused by a decrease in the buoyancy 

of the soil. For example, in a reservoir happened a sudden drawdown of the 

water surface. The shearing stresses increased when weight increased. 

Depending on whether the soil can support compression which the increasing 

of load tends to cause, shearing stresses may or may not be in part counteracted 

(Stephen, 2013). The external factors that act on slopes were shown in Figure 

2.10. 
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Figure 2.10: External factors that act on earth slopes (Stephen, 2013). 

 

No volume changes occurred if a large mass of soil was saturated and 

low permeability. The strength increased may be inappreciable except at a slow 

rate and the load increased. Increase in the neutral pressure and decrease in 

intergranular pressure were accompanied by shear at constant volume. The 

entire soil mass turned into a liquefaction state and flows like a liquid caused 

failure. Due to forces of earthquake, the mass of soil was subjected to vibration 

condition. Sudden increased of water content was the most common external 

factor of slope stability. It was caused by event that converted water flow pattern 

on surface (e.g., heavy rain and rapid melting of snow or ice). Rapid melting 

can be caused by a volcanic eruption or suuden rise in temperature (e.g., in early 

summer or spring). Heavy rains were typically related to storms. Patterns of 

water flow changing were caused by human structures that constrain with runoff 

(e.g., parking lots, buildings, or roads), earthquakes, or previous slope failures 

that dam up streams. An example of this situation was the deadly 2005 debris 

flow in North Vancouver (Wang, 2020). 
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2.6 Parametric study 

The influences of Shear Strength and parameters of Slope Geometry on stability 

of slope in terms of FS and critical slip surface (e.g. arc length “L”) by previous 

researches are discussed. 

 

2.6.1 Influence of soil unit weight on safety factor and critical slip 

surfaces of slope 

Wen (2013) conducted a research on the slope stability for soil with different 

Unit Weight, γ of soil on stability of slope. In the study, the unit weight of soil 

selected was varied from 15 to 23 kN/m3 whereas other parameters were kept 

constant. Different analysis of slope stability methods (e.g. Fellinius, Bishop, 

Janbu, and Finite element) are adopted in this study. Figure 2.11 shows the 

schematic view of slope for this study. Table 2.1 displays FS computed by 

different slope stability analysis methods for soil with different unit weights. 

Figure 2.12 displays the graph of relationship between unit weight of soil and 

FS. Although FS resulted from all analysis of slope stability methods varied, 

trends are similar; FS of slope decreased when increased of soil unit weight. 

Unit Weight of a soil is expressed as ratio of the soil total weight to soil total 

volume. By assigning unit weight to soil, the sliding mass weight or 

gravitational force was used. The weight of slice was calculated by specified 

Unit Weight times cross-sectional area of slice (Wen, 2016). The increase of 

driving forces due to the higher soil unit weight had reduced the slope stability 

in term of factor of safety (Cheng, 2003). Janbu method had the highest factors 

of safety whereas Fellenius method had the lowest factors of safety for all unit 

weights. Bishop and finite element methods had slightly lower factor of safety 

compared to Fellenius method. The reduction rates of safety factor to soil unit 

weight are almost similar for all slope stability analysis methods. The unit 

weight affected the weight of the slice, w by referring to Equation 2.11 of 

Simplified Bishop method. Both the driving and resisting forces are affected by 

weight of slices. However, the increment rate of driving force due to the soil 

unit weight increase was higher compared to resisting force. Hence, the FS 

reduced with the increase of soil unit weight. 
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Figure 2.11: Schematic view of Slope (Wen, 2016). 

 

Table 2.1: Relationship between Unit Weight of soil, γ and Factor of Safety, 

FS (Wen, 2013). 

 

 

Figure 2.12: Relationship between unit weight of soil, γ and factor of safety, 

FS (Wen, 2013). 
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With increase of Unit Weight of soil, length of arc, L increased (Cheng, 

2003). This trend is also applied to all the method used above. The larger value 

of arc length means the larger volume of slip surfaces. When Unit Weight of 

soil increased, failure surface became larger and deeper. With that, a larger soil 

weight above failure surface was resulted and hence the failure arc length was 

also increased. Less resisting force due to soil internal friction was produced 

due to the larger failure surface (Cheng, 2020). Smaller safety factor value was 

observed due to above reasons. By decrement of unit weight, the critical slip 

surface moved toward the slope’s face. Hence, a smaller FS can be achieved by 

decreasing L (Wang, 2020). 

 

2.6.2 Influence of soil cohesion on safety factor and critical slip surfaces 

of slope 

Zulkifl (2020) conducted a numerical modelling by using 3 different computer 

programs (e.g. FLAC3D, ABAQUS, and Geo5) to study influence of cohesion 

on FS. Cohesion values selected in the study ranged from 15 kPa to 40 kPa. 

Figure 2.13 shows the effect of soil cohesion on FS of slope. Soil cohesion 

showed a remarkable effect on FS of slope, as shown in Figure 2.13. It was 

observed that FS of slope increased linearly with the soil cohesion. Factor of 

safety for slope with soil unit weight of 40 kPa was about twice of the slope 

with soil unit weight of 15 kPa. Within a soil, cohesion acts as a force that brings 

together molecules or like particles. Cohesion was usually affected by 

electrostatic force and cementing (Cheng, 2003). Since soil cohesion is one of 

the resisting forces in analysis of slope stability, result collected was satisfied 

with the theory (Cheng, 2003). 
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Figure 2.13: Effect of cohesion on the safety factor (Zulkifl, 2020). 

 

Wang (2020) studied the effect of soil cohesion on FS and slip surface 

of slope by using SLOPE/W software. φ and γ chosen was 30 ° and 20 kN/m3, 

respectively. Cohesion selected was ranging from 10 kN/m2 to 20 kN/m2. All-

valid surfaces of failure and the summary of computed factor of safety were 

graphically portrayed in Figure 2.14. Larger cohesion had a considerable effect 

on FS of slope. There were big differences for all valid failure surfaces 

allocations when the cohesion force gets larger shown in Figure 2.14 (a-c). 

Moreover, Figure 2.14 shows that the safety factor and maximum depth of 

failure surface, D increased (8.5464 m, 10.309 m, 12.052 m) due to the cohesion 

is a parameter of strength. The increase of soil cohesion resulted in the increase 

of safety factor. It was also found that a larger local surface of slip was more 

likely to happen when soil cohesion was higher. 

When c = 10 and c = 20 (kN/m2), there are no major changes between 

safety factor and the failure surfaces allocations shown in Figure 2.14 (a, b). 

With that, 25 (kN/m2) are used as the cohesion in Figure 2.14 (c). In Figure 2.14 

(c), an increase of soil cohesion parameter caused failure surface and FS have a 

sudden increase. 

In study of Wang (2020), the influence of cohesion on maximum failure 

length (L) was also studied. The arc failure surfaces for slope with different soil 
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cohesions (e.g. small value, comparative large value, and large value) were as 

shown in Figure 2.14. The slip surfaces started from the entry point at the top of 

slope then passed through the slope and ended near to slope toe. The possible 

influence of soil Cohesion on Arc length was shown in Figure 2.14. Maximum 

failure arc length was 48.80 m, 50.20 m and 50.40 m recorded with the cohesion 

value of 15, 20 and 25 (kN/m2) respectively. Failure arc length increased 

significantly when soil cohesion value increased. The critical slip surface 

become larger and deeper when the cohesion value increased. Critical surface 

of slip started from entry point at top of slope and pass through the slope and 

end at near the toe was the pattern of the arc of failure (Wang, 2020). For 

achieving an exact value for the Cohesion force, multiplied cohesion factor with 

Failure arc length. Weight of soil above surface of failure increased due to larger 

failure surface. FS increased when the arc length of failure surface increased 

due to the higher soil cohesion value. This showed that the cohesion which is 

the resisting force are more important that the driving force for this situation 

(Cheng,2003). 
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Figure 2.14: Display of multiple slip surfaces (a) small value of cohesion (b) 

comparatively large value of cohesion (c) large value of cohesion (Wang, 

2020). 

 

Wen (2013) also studied the influence of cohesion on slope stability of 

slope (in term of safety factor). The soil cohesion is varied from 11 to 19 kPa 

for this study. Different slope stability calculation methods are used (e.g 

Fellinius, Bishop, Janbu, and Finite element). Table 2.2 displays FS computed 

by different slope stability analysis methods for soil with soil cohesions. Figure 

2.15 displays the graph of relation between cohesion of soil and safety factor. 

The FS of slope increased when cohesion increased as shown in Figure 2.15. 

Although FS obtained have several differences, but the trend of safety factor 

increments with soil cohesion was almost similar for all slope stability analysis 

methods applied. Fellenius method gave the lowest safety factor values for all 
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cases. FS increased when the strength parameter values increased as soil 

cohesion is a strength parameter. Downslope movement of material were 

promoted by driving forces, whereas resisting forces deter the movement. So, 

the slope is more stable and when driving forces are resisted by higher resisting 

forces. 

 

Table 2.2: Relationship between cohesion of soil, c and factor of safety, FS 

(Wen, 2013). 

 

 

 

Figure 2.15: Relationship between cohesion of soil, c and factor of safety, FS 

(Wen, 2013). 

 

With increase of cohesion of soil, the length of arc, L increased (Cheng, 

2003). All the methods used above were having the similar trend. Larger value 

of arc length indicated the larger volume of soil above the slip surface. The 

resisting force and FS of slope also increased as the soil cohesion increased. The 
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location and shape of critical surface of slip remained when soil cohesion 

increased. For searching the minimum value of safety factor, the driving force 

were increased. It can be reached by enlarging the failure area of slope. This 

gave rise to a greater failure arc length (L) and hence larger safety factor value 

(Cheng, 2003). 

Bin (2016) also conducted a research on influence of cohesion on the 

slope stability. In this study, the soil cohesion was varied from 1 to 11 kPa 

meanwhile the friction angle of the soil remained unchanged. Table 2.3 shows 

results on FS from his study. Bin (2016) applied Bishop’s method (BM), 

Fellenius’s method (FM), and strength reduction method (SRM) in this study. 

E1 represents the relative error of strength reduction method compared to 

Fellenius method whereas E2 represents the relative error of strength reduction 

method compared to Bishop’s method. The errors of strength reduction method 

compared with Fellenius’s method fluctuates slightly with the rise of soil 

Cohesion. Maximum error of 10.19 % was observed for slope with cohesion of 

3 kPa. For the relative error of strength reduction method compared to Bishop’s 

method, it increased with the increase soil cohesion until the peak of 5 % at soil 

cohesion of 3 kPa. However the error decreased with the increased of soil 

cohesion afterwards. The minimum error was 3.43%.  

 

Table 2.3: Safety factors for slope with different soil cohesion (Bin, 2016). 

 

 

The variation of safety factors and relative errors with the cohesive 

strength are shown in Figure 2.16 and Figure 2.17, respectively. FS resulted 

from strength reduction method were always larger compared to Bishop’s 

method and Fellenius’s method. For all methods applied, the safety factor 
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increased with increase of cohesion. Relative error percentage of strength 

reduction method to Bishop’s method was smaller compared to Fellenius’s 

method. 

 

 

Figure 2.16: Safety factor versus cohesive strength (Bin, 2016). 

 

 

Figure 2.17: Relative error versus cohesive strength (Bin, 2016). 

 

2.6.3 Influence of soil internal friction angle on safety factor and critical 

slip surfaces of slope 

Based on research of Zulkifl (2020), 3 different softwares such as FLAC3D, 

ABAQUS, and Geo 5 are applied to study the influence of the angle of Internal 

Friction (φ) on FS. For studying effect, 15 to 40 ° of internal friction angle 

values were selected, but other parameters were remained unchanged. 

Especially for greater values of angle of internal friction, it had a notable effect 
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on safety factor. The φ was directly proportional with FS and it is slightly 

upwards concave for the safety factor and internal friction angle curve as shown 

in Figure 2.18. For determining effect of φ and on FS, choosing a reference point 

was important for differentiation purposes. Failure surface of slip was affected 

with combination of φ and c. FS increased when cohesion and internal friction 

angle parameters increased due to their contribution to resisting forces in the 

slope stability analysis. 

 

 

Figure 2.18: Effect of internal friction angle on the safety factor (Zulkifl, 

2020). 

  

Based on the study of Wang (2020), same slope model configuration is 

applied to analyze the effect of angle of Internal Friction, φ on FS, arc length, 

L, maximum depth, D, and all valid failure surfaces distribution range. The 

parameter of friction had a smaller influence on safety factor, slip surface and 

depth in contrast to cohesion parameters. The friction angle values were ranged 

from 20 ° to 35 °, and applying SLOPE/W software respectively. The Unit 

Weight and Cohesion was fixed at 20 kN/m3 and 15 kPa, respectively. By 

considering different friction angles, the valid failure surface and the values of 

D for slope are as shown in Figure 2.19 (a-c). The safety factor and failure 

surface increased significantly as φ increased. However, depth of slip surface 

decreased with increase of φ, as shown in Figure 2.19. As shown in Figure 2.19 

(a-b), local failures were resulted in first two cases ( ϕ = 25 °, and ϕ = 30 °). 
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However, as shown in Figure 2.19 (c), no local failure occurred when internal 

friction angles of  35° was chosen for the soil. A larger safety factor was 

obtained because there was an increase of material resistance force when 

internal friction angle (a soil strength parameter) increased. It indicated that all 

failure surfaces were more likely to come into slope from point of entry and 

cross through slope toe during large value of φ. Comparatively, when the value 

of cohesion is small, the points of entry and exit were placed on crest and around 

toe of slope for local failures. 

Possible failure surfaces distribution range increased as ange of soil 

friction increased, as shown in Figure 2.19 (c). Similar results are also observed 

by Ahmed (2017). The influence of φ on the failure arc length, L was shown in 

Figure 2.8. For slope with internal friction angles of 25°, 30° and 35°, the failure 

arc length (L) was 58.33 m. 48.88 m and 47.62, respectively. Higher soil φ 

produced shorter length of failure arc. Surface of failure (Failure Arc length) 

decreased with increase of the internal friction angle. Friction force was 

achieved by multiplying Failure Arc length with tangent of φ. Besides that, a 

larger value for the internal friction force and the smaller failure volume weight 

(smaller driving force) were resulted by smaller failure surface. Φ effect 

increased which is the resisting force was more dominant than the driving force. 

The critical slip surfaces were shallower for the slope with higher soil internal 

friction angle. The critical slip surfaces were more likely to come into slope 

from point of entry and pass through slope near toe for the soil with large 

internal friction angle (Wang, 2020). According to Jiang and Yamagami (2006), 

they stated that “In a homogeneous soil slope, when the unit weight, slope 

geometry, and pore water pressure distribution were given, the critical slip 

surface location was related only to 𝑐/t𝑎𝑛 (𝜑) ratio of that slope for a particular 

method of slices”.  
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Figure 2.19: Display of multiple slip surfaces (a) small value of angle of 

internal friction (b) comparatively large value of angle of internal friction (c) 

large value of angle of internal friction (Wang, 2020). 

  

Wen (2013) investigated the influence of ϕ on stability of slope. ϕ 

selected was varied from 16 ° to 24 °. Different analysis of slope stability 

methods were used, for example Fellinius, Bishop, Janbu, and Finite element 

methods. Table 2.4 shows the results of relationship between ϕ and safety factor, 

FS and Figure 2.20 displays the graph of relationship between ϕ and FS. 

FS of slope increased when internal friction angle of soil increased, as 

shown in Figure 2.20. Due to the contribution of friction angle to the resisting 

force. For a given soil, angle of Internal Friction is the measurement of shear 

strength due to the friction between soil particles. Resisting forces act in the 
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opposite direction of driving forces. The resistance to downslope movement is 

greatly based on shear strength of soil on slopes. Internal friction is friction 

between grains within a soil material. With lower friction in soil, the slope 

stability became unstable and failure (Wang, 2020). 

 

Table 2.4: Relationship between internal friction angle of soil, ϕ and factor of 

safety, FS (Wen, 2013). 

 

 

 

Figure 2.20: Relationship between internal friction angle of soil, ϕ and factor 

of safety, FS (Wen, 2013). 

 

Bin (2016) conducted a study on the influence of internal friction angle 

on the FS. Similarly, FS were calculated with different soil internal friction 

angles from 15 ° to 40 °, as tabulated in Table 2.5. The error between strength 

reduction method and Fellenius’s method decreased gradually as the internal 
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friction angle increased;, with the minimum and maximum error of 7.34% and 

8.85%, respectively. For the relative error between strength reduction method 

and Bishop’s method, the maximum error was 4.24% for soil friction angle of 

25 °. Then, the relative error reduced with increase of soil internal friction angle. 

 

Table 2.5: Safety factor of slope under different soil friction angles (Bin, 

2016). 

 

  

The variation of factor of safety and relative error due to increment of 

soil internal friction angle were shown in Figure 2.21 and Figure 2.22. FS 

obtained by Bishop’s method and Fellenius’s method were smaller compared to 

the strength reduction method. For all method applied, the safety factors 

increased with increase internal friction angle. 

 

 

Figure 2.21: Safety factor versus soil friction angle (Bin, 2016). 
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Figure 2.22: Relative error versus soil friction angle (Bin, 2016). 

 

2.6.4 Influence of slope geometric parameters on safety factor and 

critical slip surfaces of slope 

Effect of slope geometric parameters (Alpha α, Beta β) on safety factor were 

investigated by Zulkifl (2020). Figure 2.23 shows four different possible slope 

models of used in the research. The strength properties are kept constant with 

Cohesion value of 20 kPa, Unit weight of 20 kN/m3, and angle of Internal 

Friction of 20 °. Case (a) and (c) are under the effect of “β” angle. While, case 

(b) and (d) are under effect of  “α” angles.  

Figure 2.24 displays the variation of safety factors with the β and α 

angles. For a given slope models, slope geometry had major impact on safety 

factor. Influence of β on safety factor for slope models (a) and (c) was shown in 

Figure 2.24 (a). A rapid increase was resulted, and can be said that β has a major 

impact on FS. Slope was more stable when β angle increased. The failure arc 

length increased with the increase of β angle. Hence, it resulted in higher 

resisting force that also increased the safety factor. 

For the slope models (b) and (d), the effect of α angle on safety factor is 

shown in Figure 2.24 (b). However, until 35°, Zulkifl (2020) proved that effect 

of α on safety factor was very minor (FS of 1.20 to 1.25 only). After that, safety 

factor begins to decrease. This was due to the increase of skidding force when 

an overhead weight acted by the amount of surcharge material was increased. 
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Figure 2.23: Possible slope models (Zulkifl, 2020). 

 

 

Figure 2.24: Effect of slope geometry on FS. (a) Effect of β. (b) Effect of α 

(Zulkifl, 2020). 

 

Wen (2013) studied on influence of slope angle on stability of slope. 

Slope angle was defined as slope angle from horizontal surface, they were varied 

from 20 ° to 60 ° for the study. For better accuracy of data, other parameters 

were kept constant. Different calculation methods selected were Fellinius, 

Bishop, Janbu, and Finite element methods. Figure 2.25 shows the slope 

geometry schematic view of the study. Table 2.6 shows FS calculated based on 

different slope angles. The relationship between angle of slope and safety factor, 

FS were shown in Figure 2.26. The FS and stability increased when slope angle 
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decreased, shown in Figure 2.26. Smaller slope angle represented greater slope 

gradient which meant that the slope is steeper. Slope angle of 30 ° produced 

factor of safety near to 1 for all calculation method.  FS became less than 1 for 

slope angle exceeding 35 ° for Fellenius and Finite element methods. 

Meanwhile, FS became less than 1 for the slope angle exceeding 40 ° for Bishop 

and Janbu method. Although the different calculation methods resulted slightly 

different factor of safety values, they showed similar trends in which the safety 

factor increased with the reduction of slope angle.  

 

 

Figure 2.25: Slope Geometry (Wen, 2013). 

 

Table 2.6: Relationship between slope angle and factor of safety (Wen, 2013). 
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Figure 2.26: Relationship between slope angle and factor of safety (Wen, 

2013). 

 

According to Cheng (2003), the failure surface position did not change 

significantly by rising the α angle. The slope surface movement and the failure 

arc extension caused the increase in the failure arc length. Figure 2.27 shows 

schematic view of slope. 

 

 

Figure 2.27: Schematic view of Slope (Cheng, 2003). 

 

The possible slip surface, safety factor and type of slippage in the critical 

conditions are observed after the critical slope were simulated in the software 

(Farzin, 2019). For the given condition, SLOPE/W software calculated and 

drew up potential failure of slip to find FS. Software took the smallest possible 

FS as critical FS. Figure 2.28 shows the schematic representation of the 
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simulated model and the studied parameters. The Cohesion (c) of 25 kPa, Unit 

weight (γ) of 15 kN/m3, and Internal Friction angle (φ) of 14 ° were kept 

constant. Beta angle of 30 °, 45 ° and 60 ° were selected in the analysis. After 

the simulation, the factor of safety obtained was 2.142, 1.912 and 1.622. A 

comparative change in resistance and destructive forces were caused by change 

in slope geometric shape. Not only that, but various degrees of safety factor had 

also arisen. By increasing the slope angle, the safety factor was decreased. 

Steeper slopes resulted in smaller FS. Figure 2.29 shows FS and failure surface 

for the state. 

 

 

Figure 2.28: A schematic representation of the simulated model and the 

studied parameters (Farzin, 2019). 
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Figure 2.29: The FS and the type of slip circle for the state. (a) ϕ = 14◦, C = 25 

kPa, γ = 15 kN/m3, β = 30◦, (b)  ϕ = 14◦, C = 25 kPa, γ = 15 kN/m3, β = 45◦, 

(c)  ϕ = 14◦, C = 25 kPa, γ = 15 kN/m3, β = 60◦ (Farzin, 2019). 

 

2.6.5 Influence of lamda on safety factor and critical slip surfaces of 

slopes 

Lin and Cao (2011) investigated the relationship between strength parameters 

and potential surface of failure. Moreover, studies for investigating the effect of 

strength properties such as (c, φ) on surface of failure are carried out by 

researchers (Wang, 2020). The function of angle of Internal Friction (φ), 

Cohesion (c), Slope height (h), and Unit weight (γ) are written as: 

 

 𝜆 = 𝑐 / (𝛾ℎ𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜑) (2.35) 
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Where, 

φ: Angle of Internal Friction 

c: Cohesion 

h: Slope Height 

γ: Unit Weight 

 

λ (lambda) value keeps constant when cohesion and unit weight increase 

simultaneously and it is in a function of dimensionless for Equation 2.35. The 

surface of failure remained the same because of the constant value of λ. There 

is a special relationship between the c/tanφ and surface of slip (Jiang and 

Yamagami, 2006). 

 

Influence of lambda on entry point distance 

Based on study of Zulkifl (2020), for investigating effect of lambda (λ) on entry 

point (le), GEO5 software are applied. The definitions of slope failure surface 

exit point, entry point, and surface of failure entry point distance (le) are shown 

in Figure 2.17. The correlation between entry point distance (le) and lamda (λ) 

are displayed in Figure 2.18. From Figure 2.18, Zulkifl (2020) concluded that λ 

had an major effect on surface of failure entry point distance (le). When λ 

increased, entry point distance (le) increased significantly. From Figure 2.18, it 

was observed that the le and λ curve was slightly upwards convex. λ was a 

constant value and there was a logarithmic relationship between surface of 

failure entry point distance, le and λ. Zulkifl (2020) applied Equation 2.36 to 

calculate distance of entry point of failure surface by applying SPSS software 

from a non-linear regression. 

 

 𝑙𝑒 = 0.9𝑙𝑛 (
𝑐

𝛾ℎ𝑡𝑎𝑛(𝜑)
) + 3.22 (2.36) 
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Figure 2.30: Distance of Entry point (le) and Failure Arc length (Zulkifl, 

2020). 

  

 

Figure 2.31: Effect of lambda λ on failure surface entry point distance le 

(Zulkifl, 2020). 

 

Influence of lambda on length of failure arc 

Zulkifl (2020) also adopted the same approach as for le for investigating the 

effect of λ on the failure arc length (L). Based on computed values, the 

relationship between failure arc length, L and dimensionless parameter lambda, 

λ for a given slope model is shown in Figure 2.32. The L versus λ curve was 

slightly downward concave and λ had an important influence on L. Zulkifl (2020) 

applied GEO5 software and proved that there was a logarithmic relationship 

between L and λ. Depended on slope properties, failure arc length were 

calculated by using Equation 2.37: 
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 𝐿 = 0.77𝑙𝑛 (
𝑐

𝛾ℎ𝑡𝑎𝑛(𝜑)
) + 6.21 (2.37) 

 

 

Figure 2.32: Relationship between lambda λ and the length of failure arc L 

(Zulkifl, 2020). 

  

2.6.6 Relationship between failure arc length and factor of safety 

Graph of safety factor with arc of failure length, L is shown in Figure 2.33. 

There was no co-relation between FS and failure arc length (Zulkifl, 2020). 

Hence, for validating the usefulness of the suggested method, Zulkifl (2020) 

applied various softwares (ABAQUS, GEO5, and FLAC3D) and the differences 

between the safety factor calculated were reasonable and small enough that was 

less than 5%. As compared to ABAQUS and FLAC3D, GEO5 was conservative 

and provided small value of safety factor. However, FLAC3D calculated only 

safety factor and did not define the surface of failure surface in detail. path For 

slope stability analysis, Zulkifl (2020) concluded that the search procedure is an 

convenient and effective method. Moreover, comparing to a real case, Table 2.7 

shows surface of failure estimated, with the constant stress-based approach for 

a model was similar. For the failure surface, by applying Fellenius sophisticated 

method, an estimated excel spread sheet, which proved that proposed method 

was suitable for determining the surface of failure and slope stability (Fellenius, 

1936). 
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Table 2.7: List of failure surface of a case calculation with corresponding 

forces (Zulkifl, 2020). 

 

  

 

Figure 2.33: Relationship between FS and length of failure arc (Zulkifl, 2020). 
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2.7 Common software for slope stability analysis 

For implementing in computer software, concepts for method of slices were 

easy to apply and those steps were not difficult at all. Moreover, the simpler 

methods were done on a spreadsheet. Therefore, after the implementation of 

computers, slope stability software became available widely. In the early 1980s, 

the introduction of powerful desktop personal computers allowed economically 

viable to produce commercial software products. In geotechnical engineering 

practice, such software products ready availability had brought to the daily use 

of LEM analysis of stability. Nowadays, several software such as GEO5, 

SLOPE/W, FLAC are available for analysis of slope stability purposes. 

Modern LEM software made the possibility to solve higher complexity 

in analysing slope stability. With software, it is now possible to solve various 

linear and nonlinear shear strength models, complex stratigraphy, highly 

irregular pore-water pressure conditions, concentrated loads, almost any kind of 

slip surface shape, and structural reinforcement. Based on the method of slices, 

limit equilibrium formulations are also being used more and more on the 

stability analysis of structures such as nail or fabric reinforced slopes, tie-back 

walls, and even the sliding stability of structures subjected to high horizontal 

loading arising, such as, from ice flows. For analysing ever-increasingly 

complex problems, modern software is making it happens. 

With software, the safety factor can be look beyond by graphical view 

of data applied in the calculations. For example, graphically view of parameters 

distribution along surface of slip and all each slice’s detailed forces in the 

potential sliding mass. Software helped largely to recognize the technique’s 

details. A deeper perception of method, especially dissimilarity between 

numerous methods available can be done by the graphical viewing of computed 

details due to vulnerability of limitations in formulations of limit equilibrium. 

For situation where normal stress along surface of slip was affected by gravity 

(weight of the slice), method of slices was initially conceived. Not only that, it 

included boosting in analysis went far beyond preliminary purposes. Knowing 
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limitations was vital to understand and rely on results even though limitations 

do not necessarily prevent applying method in practice. 

 

2.7.1 GEO5 software 

GEO5 software is a program which provides slope stability analysis and 

solutions by using finite element and analytical analysis. The integrated 

modules include the analysis on stability of slopes, nailed slopes, reinforced 

slopes, rock stability, spread footing, abutment, gravity wall, gabions, and earth 

pressure. Swedish method of slices is used by GEO5 software for slope stability 

analysis. Analysis method available for GEO5 software are Bishop method, 

Spencer method and Morgenstern-Price method. The required input data for 

analysis are, slope geometry (inclination and height), soil profile, soil properties, 

phreatic line location, and water level adjacent to slopes. 

Sample of a results from slope stability analysis using GEO5 is as shown 

in Figure 2.34. The minimum FS and critical slip surface are shown in the results. 

 

 

Figure 2.34: GEO 5 results of FS and critical slip surface (Wen, 2016). 

 

For solving most geotechnical tasks, GEO5 is designed. It includes from 

the basic ones (e.g. slope stability, walls, verification of foundations), up to 

highly specialized programs (e.g. rock stability, building damage due to 

tunnelling, analysis of tunnels). Users can only choose the one they need, 

because definite structure type are solved by each GEO5 program. GEO5 is easy 

to apply because it composed of individual programs with common user 

interface. GEO5 provides analytical verification methods for effective and rapid 
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structure designing and verification purposes. FEM program that structure was 

verified by method of finite element, there is a possibility for transferring the 

analytical model into it. The safety and objectivity are increased by comparison 

of two independent solutions. Moreover, for the use in third-party programs, 

GEO5 allow users to export in IFC and LandXML file (common BIM formats). 

It remains all soil parameters, elements description, and other object properties 

after transferred. It generates clear graphical outputs and text which can be 

easily edited based on users’ needs. Directly printed from the program, output 

can be saved as PDF or exported to Microsoft Word. However, for highly 

specialized programs in GEO5 software, it was not easy to perform and does 

require studying guides and special training. However, GEO5 did offer few 

Training Materials, including user guides, engineering manuals, tutorials, and 

contextual help. Same to all software, the license of GEO5 is costly. With that, 

user can purchase only one program and buy additional ones later as required. 

 

2.7.2 SLOPE/W software 

With an objective being to determine an ultimate limit state, stability analysis is 

completed by SLOPE/W. It is to match Norwegian Standard NS 3480, Eurocode 

7, and British Standard 8006 that are approaches of design. By applying partial 

factors onto loads characteristic and parameters of soil strength, stability 

analysis is completed. For safe design, an over-design factor that is Safety 

Factor (FS) must larger than or equal to 1.0. Eurocode 7 is the philosophy of 

limit state design implemented to show how stability analysis was conducted. 

(Bond and Harris, 2008; Orr and Farrell, 1999). However, adopting a 

philosophy of limit state design for all codes is the main principles. In 

SLOPE/W, all the methods in slope stability analysis are depended on 

formulations of limit equilibrium except for finite element method, that applied 

finite element computed stresses. SLOPE/W software provided analysis method 

such as Bishop method, Spencer method and Morgenstern-Price method, 

Janbu’s Simplified method, etc. Like GEO5, the required input data for analysis 

are soil profile, soil properties, slope geometry (inclination and height), phreatic 

line location, and water level adjacent to slopes. 
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In SLOPE/W, there is an advantage like it has tools allowing users to 

show the detail forces on each slice and graph a list of different variables along 

surface of slip. With that, users can be more confident in judging the results. 

SLOPE/W opens the door to much wider types of analyses and more complex 

spectrum of problems which includes the use of finite element computed pore-

water pressures and stresses in a stability analysis. It helps to deal with some 

limitations of  purely formulations of limit equilibrium, but not only widen the 

analysis possibilities. There is certainly an increase in the capability of the 

program although this recently developed feature in SLOPE/W may be not 

needed. SLOPE/W are designed and developed for the purpose of stability 

analysis of earth structures. However, SLOPE/W is not designed for certain 

specific cases which is the disadvantages sometimes. For example, although 

SLOPE/W are applied to assess a gravity retaining wall’s sliding stability and 

to find the wall’s active earth forces, but SLOPE/W is not applied individually 

for designing retaining walls. Applying a general tool such as SLOPE/W 

sometimes requires careful thought that how to model a certain situation. 

However, it greatly expands the range of possible situations user can model 

compared to other software. With that, the general nature allows for much 

greater creativity. 

Sample of a results from slope stability analysis using SLOPE/W is as 

shown in Figure 2.35. The minimum FS and critical slip surface are shown in 

the results. 

 

 

Figure 2.35: SLOPE/W calculated FS of the cut slope using characteristic 

values (Wang, 2020). 
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2.8 Summary 

For analyzing the slope stability, several different methods are available to apply. 

It all depends on engineer to choose the method to apply (Albataineh, 2006). 

For a particular geotechnical situation, Limit Equilibrium Method were used to 

identify potential failure mechanisms and derived safety factors. The Limit 

Equilibrium Method was depending on two safety factor equations (equilibrium 

of moment (Fm) and equilibrium of horizontal force (Ff). Another name of 

Ordinary method of slices technique is "Fellenius' Technique". It satisfied the 

moment equilibrium but does not satisfy horizontal or vertical forces 

equilibrium. But, the resultant of inter-slices forces is ignored. 

Acknowledged by all those engineering professions, the Simplified 

Bishop Method is most commonly used slope stability analysis method (Bishop, 

1955). Simplified Bishop Method assumed rotation of a circular mass of soil 

caused the slope failure. The forces between the slices are also presumed acting 

from horizontal direction.  Safety factor in simplified Bishop method was solved 

iteratively. Compared to FEM methods, the accuracy was also high with 5 

percent of dissimilarity only. (Anderson and Richards 1987). Another clarified 

method is the Spencer method (Spencer, 1973). All the equations of equilibrium 

are satisfied. Depend on force equilibrium, the tangential force, T, the normal 

forces, E and Nʹ, and safety factor, FS were determined. Safety factor (FS) for 

slope stability was expressed as ratio of soil shear strength (resisting force) to 

the maximum-armed shear stress (driving force) at potential failure surface. 

Safety factor is the smallest value of FS among all potential slip surface’s results 

obtained. The failure surface was mostly closed to the circle shape if the soil 

materials are homogeneous which was same case for this paper (Rahimi, 2013). 

Critical slip surface is most critical surface of failure together with minimum 

safety factor. 

Stability of slope is mainly governed by slope factors of internal and 

external. Internal factors included soil strength at potential failure surface (e.g. 

unit weight, cohesion, and internal frictional angle) and slope geometry (e.g. 

slope height, slope inclination angle and slope shape). The external factors 
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included the temperature and weathering changes, rainfall, earthquake, 

environment conditions of slope, tectonic stress, and artificial destruction (Wen, 

2016). The influences of shear strength and parameters of slope geometry on 

the slope stability in terms safety factor and critical slip surface (e.g. arc length 

“L”) by previous researches are discussed. Depended on the analysis of slope 

stability performed, the results were obtained. As driving force, unit weight (γ) 

increased, safety factor decreased (Wang, 2020). As resistance forces which is 

friction angle (φ) and cohesion (c) increased, safety factor increased (Wen, 

2016). With the increment of Cohesion value (c) and Unit Weight (γ), Failure 

Arc length (L) value increased (Cheng, 2003). However, the length of failure 

arc (L) value was decreased with the increment of friction angle value (φ). Until 

a specific angle, the safety factor was not affected significantly by the increasing 

of the Alpha, α angle (Wen, 2016). Contrarily, safety factor was directly affected 

by increases of the Beta, β angle. From perspective of the length of failure arc, 

an increment of L happened when the Alpha, α angle increased. On the other 

hand, the length of failure arc did not affect significantly by the changes of the 

Beta, β angle (Wang, 2020). 

For implementing in computer software, concepts in method of slices 

are easy to understand and steps are not difficult at all. Moreover, the simpler 

methods can even be done on a spreadsheet.  Nowadays, several software such 

as GEO5 and SLOPE/W are available for slope stability analysis purposes. 

GEO5 software is a program which provides slope stability analysis and 

solutions by using finite element and analytical analysis. The required input data 

for analysis are, slope geometry (inclination and height), soil profile, soil 

properties, phreatic line location, and water level adjacent to slopes. In 

SLOPE/W, all the methods in slope stability analysis are depends on LEM 

exclusive of one method, the FEM, that applied finite element computed stresses. 
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CHAPTER 3 

 

3 METHODOLOGY AND WORK PLAN 

 

3.1 Introduction 

The influence of soil strength and slope geometry parameters on slope stability 

are studied. Figure 3.1 shows the research methodology chart for this study. 

This study mainly divided into two parts. Firstly, an excel spreadsheet 

was developed to investigate the effects of soil strength parameters (unit weight, 

cohesion, and internal friction angle) on the safety factors of slopes with fixed 

slip surface. Microsoft Excel (2019) under the Microsoft Office package that is 

a spreadsheet program was used to develop a spreadsheet for slope stability 

analysis with Simplified Bishop Method.  

In the second part, numerical modelling using GEO5 software program 

with the license of education, Slope-Stability v16, was conducted to study the 

effect of both parameters of soil strength and slope geometry on minimum FS 

and critical surface of slip (location and arc length) of the slope. For simple 

determination, homogeneous soil was assumed in the slope stability analysis. 

The latest student version of Automatic Computer-Aided Design 

(AutoCAD) software from the Autodesk Company was used to draw the critical 

slip surface obtained from GEO5 software program. Different graphs were 

generated for analysis purpose; to find the relationship between soil strength, 

slope geometry parameters, and safety factor together with length of failure arc. 

Finally, the study was concluded and written into a report. 
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Figure 3.1: Research methodology chart. 

 

3.2 Soil Strength and Slope Geometry Parameters 

The soil strength parameters studied were soil γ, c, and φ whereas slope 

geometry parameters were Alpha and Beta angles. Alpha acts the overhead 

surcharge acting on slope and Beta is the steepness of slope. Table 3.1 shows 

the range of soil strength and slope geometry parameters chosen. According to 

previous researchers’ studies, the range of parameters studied were chosen 

based on suitable value. According to Cheng (2020), by using accurate range of 

values, the results obtained will showed the trend of effects more obviously. If 

the value were out of this range, it tends to have differ results on some points. 
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The slope was assumed to be consisted of one type of soil. No multiple 

layers of soils were studied. Due to time limitation, no groundwater table effect 

was studied as the groundwater table is assumed far below the slope level. 

 

Table 3.1: Soil Strength and Slope Geometry Parameters. 

 

 

3.3 Slope Stability Analysis Using Excel Spreadsheet 

A Excel Spreadsheet for slope stability analysis using Simplified Bishop 

Method was developed in this study. Then, it is used for the soil strength 

parametric study on the slope stability for fixed slip surface. Figure 3.2 shows 

the schematic view used for Excel Spreadsheet with fixed failure surface. 

 

 

Figure 3.2: Schematic View for Excel Spreadsheet with fixed failure surface. 

 

For the first step, as shown in Figure 3.3, soil type information was 

entered under “Soil data”, it could accommodate up to 6 soil types, together with 

SF tolerance and number of slices for calculation. 
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Figure 3.3: Spreadsheet KeyIN parameter. 

 

As shown in Figure 3.4, under “Geometry definition”, the geometry of 

the soil layer was entered. For this spreadsheet, up to 5 layers of soil could be 

inputted, however, only 1 layer (homogeneous) were applied for ease of the 

study. 

 

 

Figure 3.4: Spreadsheet KeyIN Geometry. 

 

For the "Slip circle" part, the input were radius and coordinate of 

centroid. However, the slip surface was fixed for finding the relationship 

between soil strength parameters and safety factor. After that, “Solve” button 

was clicked to obtain the exact safety factor after few iterations was ran. The 

safety factor of the slope will be computed, as shown in the Figure 3.5, minimum 

safety factor. It was displayed at schematic view of slope in Figure 3.3. 
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Figure 3.5: Spreadsheet Result. 

 

To study the effect of soil strength parameters (e.g., γ, c, φ) on the safety, 

the processes were repeated by changing each of the parameter accordingly. 

 

3.4 GEO5  software  

From the GEO5 software package, student version of the "Slope Stability" 

software was used in this study. Its last version (16.3) was used for minimizing 

the problems of the software and possible bugs. Figure 3.6 shows the schematic 

view used for GEO5 software. 

 

 

Figure 3.6: Schematic view for GEO5 software. 
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For the first step, as shown in Figure 3.7, coordinates of the slope was 

entered by applying the "Interface" tab, together with the "Add" button for each 

of the models. 

 

Figure 3.7: GEO5 Interface. 

 

Next step, as shown in Figure 3.8, using "Add" button under "Soil" tab, 

the properties of the soil were entered. From the "Assign" tab, it was then 

assigned to the slope interface. 

 

 

Figure 3.8: GEO5 Soil Properties. 

 

In the "Slip Surface" part that was categorized below "Analysis" tab, 

input a first guess for the failure surface. Preliminary analysis was done by using 

"Analyze" button, after applying Simplified Bishop method, and changing 

"Analysis Type" to "Standard". After that, "Analysis Type" was adjusted to 
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"Optimization" and analysis were ran one more time for finding the critical 

failure surface and analyzing the slope. As shown in the Figure 3.9, minimum 

safety factor was found at critical surface of slip’s detail and under "Analysis" 

section which came from "Slip Surface" section. The output information of 

critical surface of slip is coordinates of centroid and radius. 

 

 

Figure 3.9: GEO5 Results. 

 

3.5 Data and Analysis 

From the Factor of Safety obtained from Excel spreadsheet, the graphs are 

plotted for showing the relationships between shear strength parameters (γ, c, φ) 

and FS. The graphs plotted are used to analyze the trend of line whether the 

relationship between parameters and FS is directly or inversely proportional. 

Figure 3.10 shows the sample of FS graph drawn for data from Excel 

spreadsheet. 
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Figure 3.10: Sample of FS graph drawn for data from Excel spreadsheet. 

 

From the Factor of Safety and critical slip surface obtained from GEO5 

software, the graphs are plotted for showing the relationships between shear 

strength parameters (γ, c, φ) and slope geometry parameter (α, β) on FS and 

Length of Failure Arc, L. For drawing the critical slip surface of different model, 

the coordinates of centroid and radius from GEO5 are needed. The graphs 

plotted are used to analyze the trend of line whether the relationship between 

parameters and FS or Failure Arc Length is directly or inversely proportional. 

Figure 3.11 shows the sample of FS graph drawn for data from GEO5 and Figure 

3.13 shows the sample of L graph drawn for data from GEO5. The sample of 

critical slip surface results of different models is shown in Figure 3.12. 

 

 

Figure 3.11: Sample of FS graph drawn for data from GEO5. 
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Figure 3.12: Sample of critical slip surface results of different models. 

 

 

Figure 3.13: Sample of L graph drawn for data from GEO5. 
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3.6 Summary 

The research methodology chart for this study is shown in this chapter. This 

study mainly divided into two parts. Firstly, an excel spreadsheet was developed 

to investigate the effects of soil strength parameters (unit weight, cohesion, and 

internal friction angle) on the safety factors of slopes with fixed slip surface. 

Simplified Bishop Method was used to create the slope stability analysis 

spreadsheet. Next, numerical modelling using GEO5 software program was 

conducted to study the effect of both parameters of slope geometry and soil 

strength on minimum FS together with critical slip surface (location and arc 

length) of the slope. The process taken are shown step by step. AutoCAD 

software from the Autodesk Company was used to draw the critical slip surface 

obtained from GEO5 software program. Different graphs were generated for 

analysis purpose using Microsoft Excel to find the relationship between soil 

strength, slope geometry parameters, and safety factor together with L. 

Parameters of soil strength studied were soil γ, c, φ whereas the slope geometry 

parameters were Alpha and Beta angles and the range of values are shown in 

this chapter. The schematic views of slope dimensions are displayed. For the 

limitation, the slope was assumed to homogeneous soil. Due to time limitation, 

no groundwater table effect was studied as the groundwater table is assumed far 

below the slope level. 
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CHAPTER 4 

 

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

4.1 Introduction 

Based on each soil strength parameter (c, ϕ, and γ) and slope geometry 

parameter (α, β), two stages were studied both separately for slip surface and 

the safety factor in this chapter. For this purpose, few models had been studied 

in the first part, to find out the trend of changes in safety factor by parameters. 

Enough models were used, and were test in next part, with the intention to search 

for relationship between failure surfaces (length of failure arc) and parameters. 

Graph and figures had been drawn to display the influences of the parameters 

on failure surface (length of failure arc) and safety factor after generating and 

analyzing all the models. Furthermore, the causes of these different behaviors 

had been discussed to explain the trend. 

 

4.2 Analyzing the Safety Factor by Excel Spreadsheet with Fixed 

Failure Surface 

For this part of study, the spreadsheet were applied to analyze FS of slope with 

a fixed failure surface with different soil strength parameters. The relationship 

between soil strength parameter (γ, c, φ) and safety factor were determined. 

However, the limitation of spreadsheet was geometry parameter cannot be 

studied due to spreadsheet can only be used with a known critical surface. The 

schematic view of slope with fixed failure surface for this study are shown in 

Figure 4.1. 
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Figure 4.1: Schematic View of Slope with Fixed Failure Surface. 

 

4.2.1 Effect of Unit weight, γ on the factor of safety, FS with Fixed 

Failure Surface 

In this study, the soil unit weights were varied from 15 to 25 kN/m3 whereas the 

soil cohesion and internal frictional angle was set at 30 kPa and 22 °, 

respectively. The failure surface was fixed for all cases. The FS reduced with 

the increase of the soil unit weight. Similar trend was obtained Wen (2013). Unit 

Weight of a soil is expressed as ratio of soil total weight to soil total volume. By 

assigning unit weight to soil, the sliding mass weight or gravitational force was 

used. The weight of slice was computed by specified Unit Weight times cross-

sectional area of slice (Wen, 2016). The increase of driving forces due to the 

higher soil unit weight had reduced the slope stability in term of factor of safety 

(Cheng, 2003). Referring to Equation 2.11, the Unit Weight affected the slice 

weight, w. Weight of slices is affecting both the driving and resisting forces. 

However, the increment rate of driving force due to the soil unit weight increase 

was higher compared to resisting force. Hence, the FS reduced with the increase 

of soil Unit Weight. Effect of unit weight on FS is shown in Table 4.1. 
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Table 4.1: Effect of soil unit weight on FS. 

 

 

It was observed that FS reduced with increase of γ. By increasing the 

soil unit weight from 15 to 25 kN/m3, the safety factor was reduced from 2.10 

to 1.46. The FS for slope with γ of 25 kN/m3 was only about 0.70 times of the 

FS for slope with γ of 15 kN/m3. It was concludes that unit weight had a major 

effect on safety factor. The trend of safety factor decreasing with the increase of 

soil unit weight was quite same with the results obtained by Wen (2013). As the 

soil mass contributed to the main driving force, the safety factor was inversely 

proportional to the soil unit weight (Cheng,2003). Figure 4.2 shows the 

influences of soil γ on FS of slope with a fixed slip surface. 

 

 

Figure 4.2: Effect of Unit Weight on the Factor of Safety. 
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4.2.2 Effect of Cohesion, c on the factor of safety, FS with Fixed Failure 

Surface 

In order to study effect of soil Cohesion, c on FS of the slope, soil cohesion was 

varied from 30 to 15 kPa. Soil Unit Weight and angle of Internal Friction was 

set at 25 kN/m3 and 22 °, the respectively. The failure surface was fixed for all 

cases. Table 4.2 shows the safety factors calculated using spreadsheet based on 

different soil cohesion values. According to Table 4.2, when the value of soil 

cohesion reduced, the safety factor decreased. The results obtained was tally 

with the studies by Zulkifl (2020) and Wen (2013) in which the safety factor 

increased with the increase of c. Within a soil, cohesion acts as a force that 

brings together molecules or like particles. Cohesion was usually affected by 

electrostatic force and cementing (Cheng, 2003). The result collected was 

satisfied with the theory since soil cohesion is one of the resisting forces in slope 

stability analysis as discussed earlier (Cheng, 2003). As soil cohesion is a 

strength parameter, FS increased when the strength parameter values increased. 

Downslope movement of material were promoted by driving forces, whereas 

resisting forces deter the movement. So, the slope is more stable and when 

driving forces are resisted by higher resisting forces. Effect of Cohesion on FS 

is shown in Table 4.2. 

 

Table 4.2: Effect of Cohesion on FS. 

 

 

Figure 4.3 shows the relationship between cohesion and safety factor. 

Value of FS increased when soil cohesion value increased. For soil cohesion 
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varied from 15 to 30 kPa, the slope safety factor was increased from 0.81 to 

1.27, with a range of 0.46. The rapid increase of slope safety factor with the soil 

cohesion was also observed  by Wen (2013). Effect of Cohesion,c on FS is 

shown in Figure 4.3. 

 

 

Figure 4.3: Effect of Cohesion, c on the Factor of Safety, FS. 

 

4.2.3 Effect of Internal Friction Angle, φ on the factor of safety, FS with 

Fixed Failure Surface 

For studying the slope stability for soil with different Internal Friction, φ was 

varied from 14 ° to 22 ° whereas the soil c and γ was fixed at 30 kPa and 25 

kN/m3, respectively. Range of internal friction angle was set based  on the 

general value of friction angle for soil (Wang, 2020). The failure surface was 

fixed for all cases.  

 The factors of safety for slope with different soil internal friction angles 

are shown in Table 4.3. Figure 4.4 shows relationship between soil φ and FS. 

The value of FS increased with increase of soil φ as it was anticipated, due to 

the contribution of friction angle to the resisting force. For a given soil, internal 

friction angle is the measurement of shear strength due to the friction between 

soil particles. Due to the friction is a resisting force so FS increased when 

internal friction angle increased (Cheng, 2003). Resisting forces act in the 

opposite direction of driving forces. The resistance to downslope movement is 
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greatly dependent on the shear strength of the soil on slope. Internal friction is 

the friction between grains within a soil material. With lower friction in soil, the 

slope stability became unstable and failure. The results obtained has same trend 

with the studies by Zulkifl (2020) and Wen (2013). 

For increment of internal friction angle from 14 ° to 22 °, the safety 

factor was increased slightly from 1.05 to 1.20. It had a smaller effect on safety 

factor by comparing with cohesion parameters (Cheng, 2003). Similar trend was 

observed by Wen (2013). Effect of φ on FS is shown in Table 4.3 and Effect of 

φ on the FS is shown in Figure 4.4. 

 

Table 4.3: Effect of φ on FS. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.4: Effect of Internal Friction Angle on the Factor of Safety. 
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4.3 Effect of Soil Strength and Geometry Parameters on Minimum 

Safety Factor and Critical Slip Surface of Slope by GEO5 

Slope modelling using GEO5 software program was conducted to study the 

influence of parameters of slope geometry together with soil shear strength on 

minimum FS and critical surface of slip. GEO5 software displayed minimum 

FS and critical slip surface, coordinates of centroid and radius for slip surface 

in the results obtained as shown in Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7. Numerous slope 

models was studied by using GEO5 software to examine geometry of slope 

together with soil strength affected location of critical slip surface and the arc 

length of failure. The slip circles obtained from GEO5 were redrawn by using 

AutoCAD software to locate the entry point in the slope area and to find the arc 

length. To investigate the influence of each parameter on slip surface, the 

combination of results from software were drawn in one figure and table by 

using AutoCAD and Excel, respectively.The arc of failure length (L) and entry 

point were the side results for locating surface of slip. Critical slip surface were 

found by trial and error based on possible failure surface. For critical surface of 

slip, the minimum FS were shown together to show stability of the slope. The 

general slope model used in this study is as shown in Figure 4.5. 

 

 

Figure 4.5: Schematic View of Slope Model Geometry. 
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Figure 4.6: GEO5 Results of Critical Slip Surface for Each Single Model. 

 

 

Figure 4.7: GEO5 Results of Centroid coordinate and Radius. 

 

4.3.1 Effect of Unit weight, γ on the Minimum Safety Factor and Critical 

Slip Surface 

To study influence of soil Unit Weight on FS, γ were varied from 15 to 25 kN/m3. 

Soil cohesion and angle of Internal Friction was set at 30 kPa and 22 °, 

respectively. 

The safety factor reduced with the increase of γ of the soil. According to 

Equation 2.11, the γ affected the slice weight, w. Both driving and resisting 

forces are affected by weight of the slices. However, the increment rate of 

driving force due to the soil unit weight increase was higher compared to 

resisting force. Hence, the safety factor reduced with increase of soil γ. Same as 

results of (Wen, 2013), the trend of results was similar. Although the safety 
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factor value might vary for all the calculation method applied, Wen (2003) 

found that the trend was the same. 

Figure 4.8 shows the influence of γ on FS of slope. It was observed that 

FS reduced with increase of soil γ. By increasing the soil unit weight from 15 to 

25 kN/m3, the safety factor was reduced from 2.29 to 1.55. The FS for slope 

with γ of 25 kN/m3 was only about 0.50 times of the FS for slope with γ of 15 

kN/m3. It was concludes that unit weight had a major effect on safety factor. 

The trend of safety factor decreasing with the increase of soil unit weight was 

quite same with the results obtained by Wen (2013). As the soil mass 

contributed to the main driving force, the safety factor was inversely 

proportional to the soil unit weight (Cheng,2003). Effect of γ on FS is shown in 

Table 4.4 and Effect of γ on FS is shown in Figure 4.8. 

 

Table 4.4: Effect of γ on FS. 
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Figure 4.8: Effect of Unit Weight on the Factor of Safety. 

 

To study the effect of γ on critical slip surface, γ was varied from 15 to 

25 kN/m3. The influence of γ on the failure surface is shown in Figure 4.9. A 

logical rule was followed by all the slip surfaces. The failure surface became 

larger and deeper as γ of the soil increased. With that, a larger soil weight above 

failure surface was resulted and hence the slip surface length was also increased. 

Less resisting force due to soil internal friction was activated due to the larger 

failure surface (Cheng, 2020). Smaller safety factor value was observed due to 

above reasons. Information of critical slip surface for slopes with different soil 

unit weight is shown in Table 4.5 and effect of γ on slip surface is shown in 

Figure 4.9. 
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Table 4.5: Information of Critical Slip Surface for Slopes with Different Soil 

Unit weight. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.9: Effect of γ on Slip Surface. 

 

The effect of soil unit weight on the failure surface arc length was 

studied in this section. A smaller safety factor was observed for  slope with 

larger soil unit weight as shown in Figure 4.10. Critical slip surface moved 

toward slope’s face by decrement of unit weight. Hence, a smaller safety factor 
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can be achieved by decreasing L (Wang, 2020). Effect of γ on Failure Arc 

Length, L is shown in Figure 4.10. 

 

 

Figure 4.10: Effect of Unit Weight, γ on the Length of Failure Arc, L. 

 

4.3.2 Effect of Cohesion, c on the Minimum Safety Factor and Critical 

Slip Surface 

To study effect of soil cohesion on safety factor of the slope, Cohesion was set 

from 30 to 15 kPa. Unit Weight and Internal Friction angle of soil  was set at 25 

kN/m3 and 22 °, respectively.  

Table 4.6 shows the minimum safety factors for slopes with different 

soil cohesions. According to Table 4.6, when the value of cohesion reduced, the 

safety factor decreased. The results obtained was tally with the results from the 

study by Zulkifl (2020) in which the safety factor of slope increased when the 

soil cohesion increased. Similar findings were found by Wen (2013). Cohesion 

is the ability of soil particles to attract and hold each other together. Soil 

cohesion at the slip surface is one of the resisting forces. When the cohesion 

strength reduced, the ability soil to resist the driving forces reduced hence 

decreased the safety factor of the slope. If the soil cohesion was kept extensive, 

large slip surface were more likely to happen (Cheng, 2008).  
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Figure 4.11 shows the relationship between soil cohesion and safety 

factor of slope. For soil cohesion varied from 15 to 30 kPa, the safety factor was 

increased from 0.83 to 1.31, with the difference of 0.48. The trend of rapid 

increase was also observed by Wen (2013). Cohesive soil is soil with a high clay 

content with high cohesive strength. Cohesive soil does not crumble, and it is 

plastic when moist. Cohesive soil exhibits significant cohesion when submerged 

and is hard to break up when dry. As it was anticipated, FS increased when 

cohesion value that contributed to the resistant force was increased. Effect of c 

on FS is shown in Table 4.6 and Effect of c on FS is shown in Figure 4.11. 

 

Table 4.6: Effect of c on FS. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.11: Effect of Cohesion on the Factor of Safety. 
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To study the effect of soil cohesion on critical slip surface, soil cohesion 

was varied from 15 to 30 kPa. The critical slip surface become larger and deeper 

when the cohesion value increased as shown in Figure 4.12. Critical slip surface 

started from the entry point at top of slope and pass through slope and end at 

near the toe was the pattern of the arc of failure (Wang, 2020). For achieving 

exact value of cohesion force, multiplied cohesion factor with length of failure 

arc. The increase of cohesion factor caused the arc length of failure surface 

increased (Wang, 2020). Besides that, the weight of soil above surface of failure 

increased due to larger failure surface. Next, the safety factor when the arc 

length of failure surface increased due to the higher soil cohesion value. This 

showed that the cohesion which is the resisting force are more important that 

the driving force for this situation (Cheng,2003). Information of Critical Slip 

Surface for Slopes with Different Soil Cohesions is shown in Table 4.7 and 

Effect of soil cohesion on Slip Surface is shown in Figure 4.12. 
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Table 4.7: Information of Critical Slip Surface for Slopes with Different Soil 

Cohesions. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.12: Effect of soil cohesion on Slip Surface. 
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Failure surface length increased by increasing the cohesion value as 

shown in Figure 4.13. Similar results were obtained in the study by Wang (2020) 

in which the cohesion increased the failure arc length. The resisting force and 

safety factor of slope also increased as the soil cohesion increased. This was 

because shape and location of the critical slip surface remained when soil 

cohesion increased. To achieve the main goal of analysis of slope stability which 

was to search for minimum value of safety factor. Hence, the driving force were 

increased. It can be reached by enlarging the failure area of slope. This gave rise 

to a greater failure arc length (L) and hence larger safety factor value (Cheng, 

2003). Effect of c on Failure Arc length, L is shown in Figure 4.13. 

 

 

Figure 4.13: Effect of Cohesion, c on the Length of Failure Arc, L. 

4.3.3 Effect of Friction Angle, φ on the Minimum Safety Factor and 

Critical Slip Surface 

In this study, the soil cohesion was set at 30 kPa whereas the soil internal friction 

angles were varied from 22 to 14 °. The values of internal friction angle were 

selected based on the typical soil friction angle (Wang, 2020). Other than that, 

the unit weight was kept constant at 25 kN/m3. 

 The decreased of soil internal friction caused the safety factor of slope 

to decrease as shown in Table 4.8. The soil internal friction angle is another 

component that contributed to resisting force in slope stability. Internal friction 

is a friction between grains within a material. With lower friction in soil, the 
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slope stability became less stable. When the resisting force is smaller than 

driving force, failure of slope will happen. The results obtained has the same 

trend with the study by Zulkifl (2020) and Wen (2013). 

The influence of φ on the FS was shown. The value of FS increased as 

φ increased. Figure 4.14 shows relationship between φ and FS, it was concavely 

increasing. For φ varied from 14 to 22 °, FS of slope was from increased from 

1.11 to 1.25. The increment of 0.14 was considered small and played less effect 

on safety factor. It had a smaller effect on safety factor compared to the cohesion 

parameters (Cheng, 2003). Similar trend was obtained by Wen (2013). Effect of 

φ on FS is shown in Table 4.8 and Effect of φ on the FS is shown in Figure 4.14. 

 

Table 4.8: Effect of φ on FS. 

 

 

Figure 4.14: Effect of Internal Friction Angle on the Factor of Safety. 
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To study effect of φ on critical slip surface, φ was varied from 14 to 22 °. 

The influence of φ on critical surface of slip is shown in Figure 4.15. Surface of 

failure (failure arc length, L) decreased with increase of internal friction angle. 

Friction force was achieved by multiplying L with tangent of internal friction 

angle. Besides that, a larger value for φ force and smaller weight of failure 

volume (smaller driving force) were resulted by smaller failure surface. In 

contrast, FS increased with decrease of slip surface (failure arc length) and 

increase of φ. This concluded that the increase in φ effect which is the resisting 

force was more dominant than the driving force. The critical slip surfaces were 

shallower for the slope with higher soil internal friction angle. The critical slip 

surfaces were more likely to enter slope from point of entry and pass through 

slope near toe for the soil with large internal friction angle (Wang, 2020). 

Comparatively, when the value of cohesion was small, points of entry and exit 

located around toe and on crest for local failures of the slope (Wang, 2020). The 

results were further confirmed with the results published by Ahmed (2017). 

When the internal friction angle increased, all the failure surfaces moved to the 

left and became smaller. Information of Critical Slip Surface for Slopes with 

Different Soil Internal Friction Angle is shown in Table 4.9 and Effect of φ on 

Critical Slip Surface is shown in Figure 4.15. 
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Table 4.9: Information of Critical Slip Surface for Slopes with Different Soil 

Internal Friction Angle. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.15: Effect of φ on Critical Slip Surface. 

 

It can be anticipated that arc length of failure surface, L decreased with 

increment of φ, phi based on the same clarification in previous section. However 

the arc length of failure surface and soil internal frictional angle was inversely 

related as shown in Figure 4.16. According to Jiang and Yamagami (2006), they 

stated that “In a homogeneous soil slope, when the unit weight, slope geometry, 

and pore water pressure distribution were given, the critical slip surface location 
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was related only to 𝑐/t𝑎𝑛 (𝜑) ratio of that slope for a particular method of slices”. 

This study presented that the failure arc length is in an inversely proportional 

with angle of internal friction. Effect of φ on Failure Arc Length, L is shown in 

Figure 4.16. 

 

 

Figure 4.16: Effect of Internal Friction Angle, φ on the Length of Failure Arc, 

L. 

 

4.3.4 Effect of Slope Geomtery on the Minimum Safety Factor and 

Critical Slip Surface 

Using constant parameters of soil strength: γ = 25 kN/m3, c = 30 kPa, and φ = 

22 °, different slope shapes had been analyzed for investigating the influence of 

geometry of slope on FS. Two slope angles α, and β had been varied to study 

influence of slope geometry on FS based on schematic view of slope in Figure 

4.17. The possible slope geometry is shown in Figure 4.18. 
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Figure 4.17: Schematic View of Slope Model Geometry. 

 

 

Figure 4.18: Possible slope geometry 

 

The increase of the slope angle (Alpha)  reduced the FS and slope 

stability. This was due to overhead load was acted by amount of added soil to 

top part of slope. Overhead load will increase the driving force and causes the 

safety factor to decrease (Zulkifl, 2020). When the driving force increased while 

the resisting force remained, the slope stability was decreased causing the safety 

factor to decrease. The slope was less stable in decreasing the slope angle (Beta). 

The smaller the beta, the steep the slope. The safety factor increased by a more 

resisting force. Resisting force came from the angle for arc length decreases 

(Zulkifl, 2020). The effect of slope geometry on FS is shown in Table 4.10. 
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Not much difference was observed on the safety factor by changing the 

alpha angle from 2° to 18° . The safety factor varied from 1.19 to 1.11 only with 

difference of 0.08 as shown in Figure 4.19. The results obtained was tally with 

the results obtained by Zulkifl (2020). On the slope surface, increasing of alpha 

angle added an extra overhead surcharge to the slope that contributed to the 

driving forces. It also generated a rise in driving force because of higher weight 

of soil above surface of failure. However, resisting force was also increased 

because of longer failure arc length when the soil area above failure surface was 

increased. With the simultaneous increase of resisting and driving forces,  the 

effect of alpha angle on the safety factor was minima (Zulkifl, 2020). The 

increase in driving force became larger compared to the resisting force for alpha 

angle larger than 16 °. When the driving force became larger than resisting force, 

resisting force started to unable to withstand driving force and therefore, a more 

noticeable decrease was observed on the safety factor value (Cheng, 2003). 

Effect of α on Safety Factor, FS is shown in Figure 4.19. 
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Table 4.10: Effect of Alpha, α and Beta, β on Factor of Safety, FS. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.19: Effect of α on Safety Factor, FS. 
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Safety factor increased significantly with the increase Beta angle as 

shown in Figure 4.20. The resisting force increased due to increase of the arc 

length of failure surface but the driving force was kept almost constant as the 

shape and location of failure surface had not much changes when the beta angle 

increased (Cheng, 2003). The greater beta angle also showed that the slope was 

less steep. Hence, the safety factor increased when beta angle increased. When 

resisting force is larger than driving force, the slope has higher stability and 

failure is less likely to happen. Compared to the Alpha angle, Beta angle was 

more significant effects on the safety factor of slope (Zulkifl, 2020). Effect of β 

on Safety Factor, FS is shown in Figure 4.20. 

 

 

Figure 4.20: Effect of β on Safety Factor, FS. 

 

The angles α and β selected for the slope geometry are shown in Table 

4.11, varied from 0 ° to 18 °. Other soil strength parameters were kept constant 

(cohesion = 15 kPa, internal friction angle = 15°, and unit weight = 15 kN/m3). 

Information of Critical Slip Surface for Slopes with Different Alpha and Beta 

angle is shown in Table 4.11. 
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Table 4.11: Information of Critical Slip Surface for Slopes with Different 

Alpha and Beta angle. 

 

 

In Figure 4.21, critical slip surface became bigger and deeper as the 

alpha angle increased. The failure arc extension caused the increase in the failure 

arc length (Zulkifl, 2020). From Figure 4.22, it was observed that the failure arc 

length increased significantly from 6.96 m to 7.28 m for alpha angle of 0 to 18 ° 

compare to Beta angle. The skidding force increased, when an overhead weight 

acted by the amount of surcharge material increased (Zulkifl, 2020). Skidding 

force is a sliding force, typically sideways on slippery ground causing the arc 

length increased. When the alpha angle increased, the critical slip became larger 

and deeper. Figure 4.21 and Figure 4.22 shows influence of slope angle (α) on 

critical slip surface and failure arc length, respectively. 
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Figure 4.21: Effect of Alpha, α on length of Arc, L. 

 

 

Figure 4.22: Effect of Alpha Angle, α on Length of Failure Arc, L. 

 

Increase of beta angle, β caused critical slip surface to be smaller and 

shallower and this made the arc of failure arc to be lengthened as shown in 

Figure 4.23. A slightly shorter failure arc length was generated. It can be said 

that β had a major impact on safety factor compared arc length. The slope was 

more stable when the β angle increased as the gradient of slope reduced with the 

increase of beta angle. As the failure arc length was decreased due to higher β 

angle, higher resisting forces was and therefore increased the safety factor of 

slope (Zulkifl, 2020). Resisting forces act in the opposite way of driving forces, 
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that increase the stability of slope. Effect of Beta, β on Length of Arc, L is shown 

in Figure 4.23 and Effect of β on Failure Arc Length, L is shown in Figure 4.24. 

 

 

Figure 4.23: Effect of Beta, β on Length of Arc, L. 

 

 

Figure 4.24: Effect of Beta Angle, β on Length of Failure Arc, L. 
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4.4 Combined Effect of Strength Parameter on the Factor of Safety 

and Critical Slip Surface 

Lin and Cao (2011) studied the relationship between strength parameters and 

potential failure surface. The function of angle of Internal Friction (φ), Cohesion 

(c), Slope height (h), and Unit weight (γ) were written as: 

 

 𝜆 =  𝑐 / (𝛾 ℎ 𝑡𝑎𝑛 𝜑) (4.1) 

 

Where, 

λ = Lambda 

c = Cohesion, kPa 

γ = Unit Weight, kN/m3 

φ = Angle of Internal Friction, ° 

 

λ was in a function of dimensionless for Equation 4.1. There is a special 

relationship between the c/tanφ and surface of slip (Jiang and Yamagami, 2006). 

Hence, the combined effect of strength parameters on the minimum FS and 

critical surface of slip was investigated. 

 

4.4.1 Effect of Cohesion, c, and Unit Weight, γ (with fixed lambda) on 

the Factor of Safety and Slip Surface 

A research on the slope stability for soil with different γ and c on FS was studied. 

Here, the unit weight and cohesion were rose together, and the ratio was kept 

constant. The results described that the slip surface whose function was defined 

as λ was resulted by the combination of c and γ and refer to Equation 4.1. The 

values for both unit weight and cohesion were varied from 15 to 25. Whereas 

the soil friction angle was kept constant at 15 °. Information of Critical Slip 

Surface for Slopes with Different Soil Unit Weights and Cohesions is shown in 

Table 4.12. 
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Table 4.12: Information of Critical Slip Surface for Slopes with Different Soil 

Unit Weights and Cohesions. 

 

 

Figure 4.25 indicated that the factor of safety remained constant as the λ 

value remained. The safety factor remained at 1.08 for all the models. The 

constant λ was due to the constant increase of both the cohesion and unit weight 

as represented in Equation 4.1 (Cheng, 2003). The Combined Effect of c and γ 

on the FS is shown in Figure 4.25. 
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Figure 4.25: The Combined Effect of Cohesion, c and the Unit Weight, γ on 

the Factor of Safety. 

 

As shown in Figure 4.27, length of failure arc was a constant of the 

lambda is set at 0.75 for slope with different soil unit weight and unit weight 

increased together respectively causing the λ to be constant although the value 

of both were increasing. A constant λ are led by a constant ratio of unit weight 

over cohesion. Unit weight acted as the driving force while the cohesion acted 

as the resisting force. Resisting forces acted in the opposite way of driving 

forces. The downslope movement of unit weight are resisted by soil cohesion 

which is a contributor to the resisting force. When both forces cancelled out 

each other, λ value was kept constant. The length of failure arc was remained at 

5.86 m. Figure 4.26 shows the combined effect of cohesion, c and unit weight, 

γ with fixed lambda on critical surface of slip. It was found that slopes had 

similar critical surface of slip.  According to Lin & Cao (2011), this represented 

a constant value for L with same critical slip surface for the constant λ. The 

Combined Influence of c and γ on surface of slip is shown under Figure 4.26 

and The Combined influence of c and γ on L is shown in Figure 4.27. 
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Figure 4.26: The Combined Effect of Cohesion, c and Unit Weight, γ on the 

Slip Surface. 

 

 

Figure 4.27: The Combined Effect of Cohesion, c and Unit Weight, γ on the 

Length of Failure Arc, L. 

 

4.4.2 Effect of Internal Friction Angle, φ, and Unit Weight, γ on the 

Safety Factor and Slip Surface 

Soil Unit Weight and angle of Internal Friction varied from 15 to 22 whereas 

soil cohesion was kept constant at 15 kPa. In this part, by increasing both φ and 

γ, the value of tan (φ) * γ increased.  Figure 4.28 shows the safety factor versus 

tan (φ) * γ. Information of Critical Slip Surface for Slopes with Different Soil 

Unit Weights and Internal Friction Angle is shown in Table 4.13. 
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Table 4.13: Information of Critical Slip Surface for Slopes with Different Soil 

Unit Weights and Internal Friction Angles. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.28: The Combined Effect of Internal Friction Angle and the Unit 

Weight, tan (φ) * γ on the Factor of Safety. 

 

By increasing value of tan (φ) * γ, reduction in FS value was resulted as 

shown in Figure 4.28. This was due to reduction of resisting force due to the 

decrease of length of failure arc as the critical slip surface became smaller 

(Cheng, 2008). The length of failure arc decreased concavely when the tan (φ) 

* γ were increased. The λ values and entry length decreased together when the 
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tan (φ) * γ values increased causing FS and length of failure arc to decrease 

(Zulkifl, 2020). 

Figure 4.30 shows the effect of different angle of internal friction and 

unit weight on failure arc length. A decrease in the failure arc length was 

observed with the increasing of the 𝛾∗t𝑎𝑛 𝜑 value. This was very relevant when 

taking into consideration the 𝜆 value. 𝜆 decreased by increasing tan (φ) * γ value. 

Therefore, smaller failure arc length was caused by smaller 𝜆 and smaller entry 

length. Figure 4.29 shows the combined effect of φ and γ, tan (φ) * γ on critical 

slip surface. It found that when λ decreased, the critical slip surface became 

shallower and moved nearer to the slope surface. Besides, when the tan (φ) * γ 

increased, the failure surface area moved to the left and become smaller. The 

Combined Effect of φ and γ, tan (φ) * γ on Slip Surface is shown in Figure 4.29 

and The Combined Effect of φ and γ, tan (φ) * γ on L is shown in Figure 4.30. 

 

 

Figure 4.29: The Combined Effect of Internal Friction Angle and the Unit 

Weight, tan (φ) * γ on the Slip Surface. 
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Figure 4.30: The Combined Effect of Internal Friction Angle and the Unit 

Weight, tan (φ) * γ on the Length of Failure Arc, L. 

 

4.4.3 Effect of Internal Friction Angle, φ, and Cohesion, c on the Safety 

Factor and Critical Slip Surface 

Unit Weight was remained unchanged at 15 kN/m3, but other parameters were 

differed from 15 to 22. Figure 4.28 shows relationship between safety factor and 

𝑐 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑡𝑎𝑛 (𝜑). The relationship between these two parameters were described 

as c/ tan (φ) (Zulkifl, 2020). An increase in FS was resulted from increase of 

both of shear strength parameters which contributed to the resisting forces 

(Cheng, 2003). Information of Critical Slip Surface for Slopes with Different 

Soil Internal Friction Angles and Cohesions is shown in Table 4.14 and The 

Combined Effect of φ and c, c/ tan (φ) on the FS is shown in Figure 4.31. 
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Table 4.14: Information of Critical Slip Surface for Slopes with Different Soil 

Internal Friction Angles and Cohesions. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.31: The Combined Effect of Internal Friction Angle and Cohesion, c/ 

tan (φ) on the Factor of Safety. 

 

Figure 4.33 demonstrates the combination influence of c and φ on L. 

Although the length of arc decreased with increasing value of 𝑐/𝑡𝑎𝑛 𝜑, however, 

L value was almost constant at relatively constant 𝑐/𝑡𝑎𝑛 𝜑 (54.45 – 55.98 kPa) 

value as shown in Figure 4.33. The length of arc was kept at 5.41 to 6.03 m and 

with a range of 0.62 m, which were considered constant. The arc length kept 

constant due to constant 𝑐/𝑡𝑎𝑛 𝜑 that brought to a relatively constant 𝜆 (Cheng, 
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2003). A relatively constant critical slip surface was caused by constant 𝜆 as 

well. Although the value was almost constant, however the factor of safety was 

increased as both cohesion and internal friction angle are resisting force. Within 

a soil, cohesion acts as a force that brings together molecules or like particles. 

Cohesion was usually affected by electrostatic force and cementing (Cheng, 

2003). Internal friction angle is the measurement of shear strength due to the 

friction between soil particles. As c and φ are strength parameters, FS increased 

when the strength parameter values increased. Downslope movement of 

material were promoted by driving forces, whereas resisting forces deter the 

movement. So, the slope is more stable and when driving forces are resisted by 

higher resisting forces. However, the increase of both parameters caused the 

critical slip surface and arc length to reduce. Figure 4.32 shows the combined 

effect of φ and c, c/ tan (φ) on critical slip surface. When the c/ tan (φ) decreased, 

the slip surface became larger and deeper. The Combined Effect of φ and c, c/ 

tan (φ) on L is shown in Figure 4.33. 

 

 

Figure 4.32: The Combined Effect of Internal Friction Angle and Cohesion, c/ 

tan (φ) on the Slip Surface. 
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Figure 4.33: The Combined Effect of Internal Friction Angle and Cohesion, c/ 

tan (φ) on the Length of Failure Arc, L. 

 

4.5 Summary 

To investigate the effects of strength parameters on safety factor in slopes 

including soil specific weight (γ), soil cohesion (c), angle of internal friction (φ) 

and geometric parameters of slope including alpha (α) and beta (β) angle. An 

Excel Spreadsheet are developed for slope stability analysis to investigate the 

effects of soil strength on safety factor of slope with fixed slip surface. φ and c 

as resisting forces increased causing safety factor increased. Unit weight (γ), as 

driving force increased causing safety factor decreased. 

Applying GEO5 software programs, the effect of parameters of 

geometry together with soil strength on minimum FS and critical slip surface 

are studied. As driving force, unit weight (γ), was inversely proportional to 

safety factor. As resistance forces which is friction angle (φ) and cohesion (c), 

were directly proportional to safety factor. The length of failure arc (L) value 

increased, and critical slip surface became larger and deeper with the increment 

of cohesion value (c) and unit weight (γ). However, the length of failure arc (L) 

value was decreased, and critical slip surface became smaller and shallower with 

the increment of friction angle value (φ). 

Until a specific angle, the safety factor was not affected significantly by 

the increasing of the Alpha, α angle. This is because extra overhead surcharge 
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to the slope that contributed to the driving forces. However, resisting force was 

also increased because of longer failure arc length when the soil area above 

failure surface was increased. Contrarily, safety factor was directly affected by 

increases of the Beta, β angle. The greater beta angle also showed that the slope 

was less steep and more stable. From perspective of the length of failure arc and 

critical slip surface, an increment of L happened, and critical slip surface 

became larger and deeper when the Alpha, α angle increased. The skidding force 

increased when an overhead weight acted by the amount of surcharge material 

increased. On the other hand, the length of failure arc and critical slip surface 

did not affect significantly by the changes of the Beta, β angle. The combined 

effect of strength parameters on the minimum FS can be studied by function of 

λ = c / (γhtanφ). Constant safety factor was achieved with constant lambda value 

(λ). With that, same went to the constant slip surface that resulted by constant 

lambda value (λ). 
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CHAPTER 5 

 

5 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

5.1 Conclusions 

The main objective of the study was to investigate the effects of strength 

parameters on safety factor in slopes including soil specific weight (γ), soil 

cohesion (c), angle of internal friction (φ) and geometric parameters of slope 

including alpha (α) and beta (β) angle. Not only that, but an Excel Spreadsheet 

was also developed for slope stability analysis using Simplified Bishop Method 

to investigate the influences of parameters of soil strength on FS of slope with 

fixed slip surface. Few models were numerically simulated using GEO5 

software program, and the results were demonstrated as graphs to find the 

relationship. The following conclusions were drawn. 

From the slope stability analysis using Excel Spreadsheet with fixed 

critical slip surface, the following conclusions were made. Soil unit weight (γ), 

which is contributor to the force of driving, was inversely proportional to FS. 

Friction angle (φ) and cohesion (c) as the contributors to the resistance forces, 

were directly proportional to safety factor. 

From the slope stability analysis using GEO5 software program, the 

following conclusions were made. As a contributor to driving force, the soil unit 

weight (γ), was inversely proportional to safety factor of slope. As the 

contributors to the resistance forces, soil friction angle (φ) and cohesion (c), 

were directly proportional to safety factor. The length of failure arc (L) 

increased, and critical slip surface became larger and deeper with the increment 

of soil cohesion value (c) and unit weight (γ). However, the length of failure arc 

(L) value was decreased, and critical slip surface became smaller and shallower 

with the increment of soil internal friction angle value (φ). Until a specific angle, 

the safety factor was not affected significantly by the increasing of the Alpha, α 

angle. Contrarily, safety factor was directly affected by increase of the Beta, β 
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angle. From perspective of the length of failure arc and critical slip surface, an 

increment of L was observed, and critical slip surface became larger and deeper 

when the Alpha, α angle increased. On the other hand, the length of failure arc 

and critical slip surface did not affect significantly by the changes of the Beta, 

β angle. Constant safety factor and critical slip surface was achieved with 

constant lambda value (λ). A greater value of failure arc length (L) and a deeper 

and larger slip surface were resulted by a greater lambda value (λ). On the other 

hand, a shorter failure arc length and shallower slip surface was resulted by 

smaller lambda value (λ). To make it clear, safety factor and failure arc length 

(L) did not exist any relationship. By applying below formula, the failure arc 

length (L) was mathematically correlated with lambda (λ). 

 

5.2 Recommendations for future work 

Only a limited range of parameters of soil strength were investigated due to time 

limitation in this study. Furthermore, only the factors had an impact on the 

failure arc length had been researched due to the restriction of the accessible 

software programs. 

For further studies, the following analysis can be brought about which 

is correlated to the study. A greater range of parameters of the soil strength are 

modeled and analyzed. The level of ground water table is to be taken into 

consideration, as well as considering pore-air pressure effect in unsaturated soils. 

More variables regarding the geometry of slope are to be considered (e.g., height 

of slope). Lastly, proposed to improve the excel by adding the function of 

automatically locating the critical slip surface and finding the minimum Fs (by 

using Python software program).
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